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Abstract
The LIGO project (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) is currently

engaged in the construction of a new observatory to measure gravitational radiation from

astrophysical sources. The first generation of interferometric gravitational wave antennas

is scheduled to come online in 2001. Wirh an initial noise level of 3xl0-"strain,4Hz

at frequencies around 200H2, these antennas repreSent the most sensitive instruments ever

constructed for the detection of gravitational radiation. To achieve the required sensitivity,

th€ antennas are configured as recycled Michelson Interferometers with Fabry-Perot cavi-

ties in the Michelson axms.
One of the fundamental limits associated with an instrument of this type is the ability

to detect differential phase shifts between the beams returning to the beamspliner from the

Fabry-Perot arm cavities. To achieve the planned sensitivity to gravitational radiation, this

detection should be limited only by photon counting statistics ("shot noise") at a level of

8xlilllradians,/".8 between i50Hz and 10kHz.
The goal of this work is to develop and demonstrate the techniques which are neces-

sary to achieve this optical phase sensitivity. A prototype recycled Michelson interferome-

ter was constructed which reached an optical phase sensitivity of l2x l0-" radims/JHz

above 600 Hz.
This thesis describes the methods used to achieve this optical phase sensitivity, and

details the lessons learned from operating the prototype instrument. we pay particular

attention to interferometric control of suspended optics, laser frequency control' and ther-

mal lensing.

Thesis Supervisor: Rainer Weiss
Title: Professor of Physics
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"In the first experiment one of the principal difficulties encountered . . .

was its extreme sensitiveness to vibration. This was so great that it was

impossible to see the interference fringes except at brief intervals when

working in the city, even at two o'clock in the morning."

-Albert Michelson, [Michelson 1887]

(Describing the first interferometer he used to attempt to detect the

luminiferous ether.)
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Chapter 1

Tmportance of Optical Phase Sensitivity to
Interferometric Gravitational Wave Antennas

Ll fntroduction
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory GIGO) is now engaged in

construction of a new observatory which will be able to me:lsure gravitational radiation

from astrophysical sources [Abramovici 
'92]. Gravitational radiation was fint predicted

by Einstein lEinstein 
'16], 

Binstein '181, but, due to the extremely small influence of this

radiation, it has never been directly observed.l The goal of this chapter is to introduce the

reader to effects of gravitational radiation, explain briefly the method which LIGO will use

to detect this radiation, and motivate this work by describing the importance of optical

phase sensitivity to the LIGO detection scheme.

1.2 Gravitational Waves
Gravitational waves are traveling waves of the space-time metric, guu . Generated by

accelerating masses, these gravitational field disturbances propagate at the speed of light,

and provide the solution to Newton's problem of gravitational action at a distance. A grav-

itational plane wave creates a differential strain along the 2 space axes which are trans-

verse to the direction of the waves's propagation. For any reasonable source of

gravitational radiation, the pernrrbations of the metric by the passing gravitational wave

are quite small, so we use the "linearized" theory (see, for example, [Schutz 
'90] or [Saul-

son '941) and rewrite the metric glr' as

8pr - Tlp,, + ipo' llruul " t (  1 . 1 )

where quu is the Minkowski metric (describing flat space), and ftpr-, is the metric distor-

tion due to the gravitational wave. In the weak-field limit, the Einstein equation for lruu

can be written as a traveling wave equation,

However, indirect observations have been made by Hulse & Taylor [Hulse 
'75], 

[Taylor 
'82], 

[Taylor
'891, who carefully studied the orbital decay ofa neutron star binary system, and found the decay rate
to be in excellent agreement witl the energy lost to gravitational radiation.

l 3



l+$.v'lau" = o
\ c d t  )

(r.2)

the 2In a transverse-traceless gauge, we can write the solution for a wave traveling

direction as

ftuu = exp(i*orc) ( 1.3)

This represents two independent plane-wave solutions. The magnitude of the spatial com-

ponents along h* and hun is h*, which is known as the "plus" polarization, and the mag-

nitude along h*, and h, is h*, which is commonly called the "cross" polarization. Eqn.

1.3 means that each of the four non-zero components of ftr! could be expressed as

hu = hr. sin(-ror + &z) (1.4)

representing a metric perturbation traveling along 2 at the speed of light, with frequency

or , and amplitude hr .

One way to understand the implication of a passing gravitational wave is to examine

the change in proper distance between two objects as a wave passes by. With one object at

the origin, and the second at x = I,y = z = 0, then the proper distance between them is

1
tl ,, -t l

D-- --- = l ls,, .dx'dx-l
J r- r '"

( l .s)

This reduces to

I
- f /i------- ,
Dpropr, = 

J Jl9',ldx
0

If h* is spatially uniform, changing slowly/, and less than 1, then the proper distance is:

Dprop", = I' ^lqr,+ hu@ = 0, t = o)

= r  
[ r + ] n . 6 = 0 , ' = o ) ]

(1 .7)

2. The measurement in LI6O will be conducted by light which is resonart in a 4krn arm cavity, so the
time fluctuations of lrnu should be comparcd with the cavity storage time of 0.88 rnsec-

14



which means the distance between the two "freely-falling" objects changes as a gravita-

tional wave passes by. According to eqn. 1.3, hu = -hyy, so as distances along the i

axis are elongated, distances along ! will be compressed by the same ratio. It is important

to realize that the proper distance is stretched by an amount which is proportional to the

original distance and the gravitational wave amplitude, which is why the effect of gravita-

tional radiation is usually described as producing a strain, i.e.

Y =)n.
There are only two independent components of irurr which are described as the two

polarizations of gravitational waves. The amplitude of a plane wave in the "plus" polariza-

tion is captured by h* , which will differentially change the proper distances along i and

!. The'tross" polarization is described by h' and results in a differential stretching

which is rotated by 45" from the i and ! axes. This effect on a ring of free masses is

shown in figure 1.1.

lrme = u

Figurt 1.1: The effect of a passing gravitational wave on an object.

L.3 Sources of Gravitational Waves

The search for gravitational waves has so far been stymied by the fact that even the

most powerful sources of gravitational radiation only produce tiny effects at the Earth. A

typical source produces waves at the earth with a strain of h - QG/Rra- Here, B is the

acceleration of the quadrupole moment of the source, G is the gravitational constant, R is

the distance from t}te source, and c is the speed of light. The scaling factor, G/ca , is quite

small, leading us to consider gravitational radialors on the order of a solar mass.

(1.8)

( " ' )

T = l Period

[ "  
"  

)

I o o l
l ,

p
T = ;

r ' "  )

l . l



Many sources of gravitational waves are discussed as possible LIGO candidates,

including coalescence of two compact objects (such as neuuon stars or black holes),

supernovas which generate non-spherical motion during the core collapse, and spinning

neutron stars with non-axisymmetric mass distribution (see, for example, [Thorne'87]).

The imminent completion of the LIGO interferometers and data from the new Rossi X-

Ray Timing Explorer GffE) have generated a great deal of interest in variants to these

standard sources, including new estimates of the number of neutron star-black hole bina-

ries by Bethe and Brown [Bethe 
'98] and work by Lars Bildsten and others discussing var-

ious mechanisms by which neutron stars could convert the energy and angular momentum

gained by accretion into gravitational radiation [Andersson 
'98], 

lBiidsten 
'98], [Owen

'e81.

The fiduciai source of radiation for which one designs detectors is the burst of gravita-

tional waves produced in the final minutes before the coalescence of inspiralling binary

neutron stars. If two neutron stars of equal mass M are orbiting in the .r-y plane at a dis-

tance 2ro from each other with an orbital frequency of /o.r , then the amplitude of waves

traveling along ttre 2 axis is [Saulson 
'94]

zo *2 r:
hxx = "-=i'M rifi,6cos(2'Znf o*t)'

Rc '

h*y = -hrt'

Newtonian mechanics suggests we can relate the radius and frequency by

fk = GM/t6n2rf , and the strain becomes

,.. ='# = Ll*ttr'�1 (&}("PX*hi

( l .e)

(1.r0)

This represents the strain produced by a pair of neutron stars (M = l.4M@) in the Virgo

cluster (R = 15 Mpc ) in the last minute of their lives (when /oro - 400H2!). It is this

level of strain which LIGO hopes to detect. Unfortunately, current estimates of the popula-

tion of neutron star binaries indicate that we will need to observe an astrophysical volume

which extends 200 Mpc from Earth to measure three such coalescence events each year

(lPhinney '91] and fNarayan '91]).

l o



Another burst source is the core coliapse of a type II supemova. Several models of

core collapse are described in lThome 
' 87] . The cunent belief is that the core collapse will

be only slightly aspheric. If bar (m=2) modes form in the spinning, collapsing core, they

would emit gravitational radiation. These events might last about 30 cycles at 1000I{2, and

could emit gravitational energy AEoq/ - 3xrc4 Moc2 . At a distance of l0Mpc, within

which volume there are typically several type II supernovas each year, a core collapse

which develops a bar instability could generate a characteristic stain at the Earth of
_7'�'

/rc - 5x10 
'- .

There are several modeis for periodic sources, sources whose gravitational radiation

signature changes very slowly with time. Many of these sources, like the Hulse-Taylor

binary pair of neutron stars PSRI916+13, emit radiation at a frequency much to low to be

seen with currently imagined Earth-bound instruments3. Some periodic sources have been

suggested, however, which would be within the observational capabilities of the LIGO

detectors. [Bildsten 
'98] has suggested, for example, that the accreting neutron star in

Scorpius X-l could be emitting gravitational waves at 500I{2, twicb the neutron star rota-

tion frequency. The amplitude could be as large as h" = 2.2x10-26 ,which means it should

be observable with a year or so of integrated observation time.

1.4 The LIGO detector
To detect a strain of the order 10-2t will be difhcult, but several groups around the

world are currently building observatories to meet that challenge. LIGO is building a pair

of 4km baseline optical interferometers, one in Hanford, Washington, and one in Living-

ston Parish, Louisiana fBarish '97]. LIGO is also building a half length (2 km) interferom-

eter in the vacuum system at th.e Hanford site. Virgo, an Italian-French collaboration, is

building a 3km instrument near Pis4 Italy [Vinet 
'97]. GEO600 is a German-U.K. collab-

oration building an advanced 600 meter instrument in Hanover, Germany fDanzmann
'971. There is also active work ongoing at the TAMA project in Iapan [Tsubono.'97] and

the ACIGA project in Australia (Blair'971.

Each of the LIGO instruments is configured as a power-recycled Michelson interfer-

ometer with Fabry-Perot arm cavities, as shown in figure 1.2. The Michelson interferome-

3. However, LISA, the proposed Laser Interferometer Space Antenna, could readily observe rnany low
frequenry sources within our galaxy [Folkner 

'98].
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ter is well suited for the detection of gravitationai waves, because it is sensitive to

differential arm length changes.

irput light

Figure 1.2: Basic optical configuration of LIGO'
This figure shows the recycling mirror, the beamspliner, and the Fabry-Perot arm cavities. The line
thickness indicates that there is more power circulating in the arm cavities than is circulating at the
beamspliuer, and that there is more power at the beamsplitter than in the input beam.

If the minors are configured as free masses4 and the wave is incident on the interfer-

ometer from the correct direction, then the perpendicular arms will experience a differen-

tial strain as the space is distorted as shown in figure 1.1. In the direction of maximum

sensitivity, for a wave polarized in the "plus" direction, one arm will see a sfiain of +ih*

and the other arm will see a strain of -i f h*, so the differential strain h = h+.As the wave

passes through the interferometer, altemately expanding and compressing the arms, the

differential phase shift of the two beams retuming to the beamsplitter from the arms will

oscillate at the gravitational wave frequency.

In effect, the interferometer arms are a transducer which converts gravitational wave

strain into differential optical phase shifts. Since the waves are of low amplitude, the

LIGO transducer must be extremely sensitive. The challenges to building a good detector

fall into three broad areas:

1. Build a transducer which effectively converts gravitational wave strain into optical

phase shift.

2. Make the differential optical phase insensitive to other sources of noise.

3. Make a very sensitive detection of the resulting differential optical phase.

4- The LIGO masses are suspended as pendula with a lHz fundamental frequency, which means they are
essentially free in the measurement band, which ranges from 100H2 to 10kHz.

output lighC containing
gravitational wave signal

1 8



To meet the first challenge and make the LIGO interferometer more sensitive to grav-

itational waves, Fabry-Perot optical storage cavities are built into each arm of the LIGO

detector, so the light effectively bounces back and forth in the arm many times before

reurning to the beamsplitter. By making the light beam traverse the arm length multiple

times, the light accumulates extra phase shift. One can increase the optical phase shift for

a given gravitational wave by increasing the arm cavity storage time, up to the point where

the storage time is half the gravitational wave period, at which point further storage time

offers no advantages.

The conversion of gravitational wave strain into differential phase shift is given by

l60l
lDTi

8nvtts 6.2xlolz radians of phase shift per unit strain (1.11)
T - r \ ,
ll + | ---l- I

^/- \.90H2l

where Q is the optical phase shift, ft is the gravitational wave amplitude, / is the gravita-

tional wave frequency, vr = 2.8x10laHz is the laser frequency (the laser wavelength is

1.064 pm), rnd t. = 8.8x10*sec. is the optical storage time of the arm cavity.

The second challenge is to be insensitive to other effects which might cause differcn-

tial phase shifts, such as seismic motion and thermal motion which can drive the mirrors

and change the arm length. This is why the arm cavities are each 4km long. As the arm

length increases, one can maintain the optical storage time while decreasing the number of

times the light bounces off of each end mirror, thereby reducing optical losses and mini-

mizing sensitivity to motions of the optics caused by thermal noise and seismic noise.

The third challenge is to be as sensitive as possible to differential phase shifts at the

beamsplitter. Even though the LIGO interferometers should be excellent transducers' a

strain of 10-21 only results in a differential phase shift of 4x10-e radians.

The optical phase sensitivity requirements for LIGO can be deduced from the target

noise floor shown in figure 1.3 (from the LIGO Science Requirements Document ILIGO

SRD '951). Below l50Hz the noise floot is caused by random mirror motion which is

driven by seismic and thermal noise. Above l50Hz, the noise floor is limited by the optical

phase sensing limit set by photon counting statistics, colloquially known as "shot noise."

This limit is determined from the gravitational sftain to optical phase conversion efficiency

+ (4nf'tr)z

1 9
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Figure 1.3: LIGO noise curve. The sotd line is the total noise floor,
and the dashed line is the shot noise limit contribution to that. noise.

This level of phase sensitivity has never been demonstrated for this type of instru-

ment. The detection of these small phase differences is the focus of this thesjs.

In chapter 2, we show the basic optical configuration and readout scheme for our

experiment, and describe the fundamental phase sensitivity for this type of interferometer.

The ultimate limit of sensitivity is set by the statistics of photon arrival. We show that as

the photon arrival rate increases, the signal to noise ratio improves as 1,/JOptical power .

The Phase Noise Interferometer (PNI) is described in chapter 3, along with the steps

taken to control the instrument and reduce the noise at the oulput. The results ofthe exper-

iment are described in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 discusses one of the most serious prob-

lems we encountered, thermal lensing, and chapter 5 describes the finai spectrum

measured with the instrument.

for LIGO (given by eqn. 1.11) times a shot noise limited optical phase of

'10 -

I

'6

E

100
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Chapter 2

Interferometer Configuration and Sensitivity Limits
One fundamental limit of the fringe sensitivity of a Michelson interferometer is deter-

mined by the statistics of photon counting. In this chapter we develop the tleoretical sensi-

tivity limit for the frontally-modulated power-recycled Michelson interferometer used in

this experiment. The basic layout of the interferometer we use is shown below in figurc

2.1. We first develop the sensitivity of a simple Michelson interferometer, describe the

Schnupp modulation scheme we use to measure the changes in the Michelson interferom-

eter ann length, and discuss the impact of adding power recycling. We then calculate the

maximum signal to noise ratio such an interferometer can achieve based on a quantum

mechanical description of the photon arrival statistics.

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of recycled Michelson interferometer with frontal modulation
The modulator puts phase modulation sidebands onto the light, the sidebands are used by the teadout
scheme to determine how far the Michelson interferometer (the three mirrors on the right side of the
diagram) is from the optimal working poinl The two arms of the Michelson interferometer have
macroscopically different lengths, which is required by the readout scheme.

2.1 Mchelson Interferometer Sensitivity and Schnupp Modulation

Description

A simple Michelson interferometer comprises a beamsplitter and two arm mirrors.

The beamsplitter divides an incident iaser beam into two output beams, which are

reflected by the arm mirrors back to the beamsplitter where they interfere. The interfer-

ence between the lwo return beams gives information about the relative length of the arms.

Fisure 2.2 shows the beams for this confizuration.
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antrsvmmetnc port

Figure 2,2: Schernatic view of an asynrmetric Michelson interferometer.
The incident and reflected beams in the PNI are coaxial, but have been separated in this diagram for
clarity. Although the symbol placement implies some propagation distance, the fields E6, E , and Q
are defined immediately after their last beamspliner interaction.

The Michelson interferometer arms in this experiment were different lengths. A mac-

roscopic asymmetry adds a frequency selectivity to the transfer function, and is a key part

of the length measurement scheme. The lenglh (and angle, see section 3.4) detection is

accomplished with a RF heterodyne technique called Schnupp Modulation. [Schnupp 
'86,

see also Regehr'95.1 Phase modulation sidebands are impressed on the light before it

enters the interferometer (hence the term frontal modulation), and differential misalign-

ments convert the phase modulation into amplitude modulation at the antisymmetric port

of the beamsplitter. The Michelson interferometer's antisymmetric port is held at a dark

fringe, so ideally none of the power of the carrier is transmitted to the detector, instead, it

is reflected back towards the laser. However, the concept behind Schnupp modulation is

that the macroscopic asymmetry forces some of the power in the sidebands to be aansmit-

ted through the antisymmetric port. If the carrier begins to slip away from the dark fringe,

carrier light transmitted out of the dark port begins to beat against sidebands, producing

the RF amplitude modulation which we measure.

This scheme was chosen for the LIGO readout because it enables power recycling

(discussed in the next section), allows frontal modulation (so the modulators do not expe-

rience the full recycled light power), and requires a minimum number of large, suspended

optics (which are complicated and expensive). To meet LIGO's requirements, there will be

300 Watts of power incident on the LIGO beamsplitter ILIGO SRD '95]. By using a fron-
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tally-modulated, recycled configuration, LIGO can reach high circulating power levels

with only 10 Watts of input power, no active intracavity optical elements, and only a few

watts of oulput power on the photodetectors.

Michelson Interferometer's Responm to Phase Modulated Light

A recycled Michelson interferometer can be described as a series of simpler optical

elements. One element is the unrecycled asymmetric Michelson interferometer. Following

figsre 2.2, we describe the electric fields of the four exit paths [following Gonzalez'97]:

)  - i L ) ( .  L  a \

E^(k)  =  E in ' t i s

E,6(ft)  = E,n'.3, '  r- ik2(c-a)

E^(k) = Ein' lss '-r t  '  e- ik2(" * o)

E16(&) = E6' lBs'rss '  "- ik2(c 
- a) .

Here, r", and /r, are the field reflectivity and transmission, respectively, of the beam-

splitter, ft is the wavenumber of light, c is the average, one-way length of the arms (50cm)

and a is the asymmetry (8cm). The reflected fields are coaxial, as are the transmitted

fields; the total field of the reflected beam is

E,(k) = Er"(ft) +E (k) = Einlris - e-ik2(c + a) + rzBs. e-ikz('- o)]. (2.r)

We can rewrite the field in terms of the fractional power the beamsplitter transmits and

reflects, and the difference between them.

rp, = rfrr, Rr, = rflr, [/u5 = Rr5 - rsg

The reflected field then becomes

Er(k) = E^ e'k2" lcosllka) + itl"rsin(2ka))

- E in e-ik2" cos(2ka)

for a 50/50 beamsplitter. The field transmitted to the other port of the Michelson interfer-

ometer (altemately called the antisymmetric port or the dark port) takes the form

E{k) = Eo(k) + EroG) = 2iEin. rBs ' rBs . r-'rt' rin72ko1. (2.3)

If the beamsplitter is not perfectly balanced, then the minimum reflected field increases

from 0 to Er(/.),nin = E;o us5, but the maximum reflected field remains the same (which



is where this experiment operates). The biggest effect an unequal beamsplitter would have

is to reduce the transmitted light. The reduction factor is ^i I - Uis = 1- 0.01 for our

beamsplitter (see chapter 5), so this effect has been ignored. Equations 2.2 and 2.3 are rue

for any wavenumber, &. We can specialize these expressions to describe the salient fea-

tures of the Michelson interferometer in this experiment.

The first specialization involves the laser light incident on the interferometer. The

light from the laser is single frequency and single spatial mode. The light is passed

through a resonant phase modulator which adds sidebands to the light which are separated

from the carrier frequency by <o, radians/sec. The light at the output of the phase modula-

tor has the form

i {or + f sin(@-f )}
Lin\I  )  = Line

= Ei,,"ttt["Io(f) + 2iJ,(f)sin(o,or) + o(J2(f))i

= Einei.otI o(l) + J r{l)ei^-t - J, {r)r-tt''l

representing the carrier, the upper sideband, and the lower sideband. Herc, f is the modu-

lation depth, and Je(l) and J1(f) are Bessel functions of the first kind [Oliver 
'72]. We

ignore the terms in J2(f) and above, because the modulation depth for our experiment

was small (f = 0.49 ) and the higher order terms appear at higher harmonics.

There are a series of approximations we can make to the expressions of the output

fields of the Michelson interferometer if we consider only the three primary frequencies

which emerge from the phase modulator. First, the transmitted port of the Michelson inter-

ferometer is actively servoed to the dark fringe of the carrier, so we rewrite the asymmetry

lensth a as

a = A + 6 , r't {\

where A is the nominal asymmetry of 8cm and 6 is the variation from that asymmetry.

Since these variations are quite small, it is reasonable to make the approximations

sin(2toa) = sin(2ft0A +2ko6)=zko} and cos(2 f tsa)= l  (2 .6 )

where fto is the wavenumber of the carrier.

Next we define the wavenumbers for the upper and lower sidebands to be

ft*: ko + *r*, and k_ = fto - ts" where kss = a^/c. We make the approximations

(2.4)
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sin(2/c*a) = sin(2toA +2ksBA + 2iC06 + 2kr"6)

= sin(2ft06 + 2kr"A) (2.7)

= 2to6cos (2ftssA ) + sin(2ftr"A)

and

sin (2k -a) = 2&o6cos (2tssA) - sin (2ft sgA) (2.8)

(2.e)

(2.ro)

cos(2k*a) = cos(2,tsnA) - 2frod sin(2&r"A)

cos (2k -a) = cos(ZtseA) + 2fto6sin(2*$A).

We male a further approximation to the amplitude of the fields reflected by the Michelson

interferometer by adding a loss term, l, which represents the power lost to absorption,

scattering, and light conversion into higher order spatial modes. This reflectivity loss

reduces the power reflected by the Michelson interferometer by a factor of I - Z , reducing

the reflected field by "[ -2. The two dorninant loss mechanisms in this experiment, at

the power levels used, were unwanted reflections from the back surface of the beamsplitter

(see section 5 .2. I ) and the confast loss caused by thermal lensing of the beamsplitler (see

chapter 4).

We include the loss, and rewrite the field reflectivity of the Michelson interferometer

for the carrier as

E,(k) ,---------=- -ikn2c
r "o=t - , , , ( f r ' ) -=J1 -Le "  cos(?koa)

(. L\ -ikozc= l'- tf
We combine eqns.2.2 and2.9 to get the upper sideband reflecdviry

,r. = (t -�L\-it'ozc "-it'ss2"[cos(2/csBA) - 2fto6sin(2trrA)]

and likewise combine eqns. 2.2 and2.10 to get the lower sideband reflectivity.

,, =(t -tZ\-'t'02'"i&sr2c1cos( 2kr"A) +2to6 sin(2kr*A)l (2.13)

ff we assume that the field transmission and reflection of the beamsplitter are reasonably

well matched, then the transmission of the Michelson interferometer for the carrier field in

the TEM66 mode is found by combining eqns. 2.3 and2.6.

(2.11)

(2.r2)
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tuo= ie 
'"o'" 

2kr' (2.14)

The transmission for the sidebands is found by combining eqns. 2.3 and 2.7 or 2.8.

t**= i"-iko2" "-'nt"t'12r06 "or 12ftrrA) + sin(2ftrgA))

r*-= 1"-ikoz" "ikt"2"12ro6cos 12ftssA ) - sin(2k53A))

Michelson "mirrot,,

(2.rs)

(2.16)

(2.17)
,RM

!cav\^,/ - - in\* I --------------' i;i
l  - rnv . ryy ( f t ) .e  " ' - - -

where r"y(ft) s is the field reflectivity of the Michelson "minor", and r*r and r*r are

the field transmission and reflectivity of the recycling mirror. The field transmined by the

recycling caviry is related to the field within the cavity by the transmission of the rear mir-

ror and the extra propagation phase.

$. Tlre Michelson interferometer's asymmety adds a strong frequenry dependence to the reflectivity.

Using these expressions for the transmission and reflection coefficients, we can derive

the behavior of the recycling cavity.

2.2 P ow er Recycling Cavity
Since the Michelson interferometer is highly reflective, we can treat it as a minor with

frequency sensitive transmission and reflection described by eqns. 2.11 - 2.16.Instead of

throwing the reflected power away, it is stored within an optical resonator called the
"power recycling cavity", a Fabry-Perot cavity formed betweeu the Michelson "mirror"

and a cavity input mirror, commonly called the recycling mirror.

The field inside a Fabry-Perot cavity like the one shown in figure 2.3 can be easily

related to the incident field for slowly varying configurations.

<- l_--------------,

Ln-Ln  -q
--LJ-u

recycling mirror

Figure 2.3: Fielcls within a Fabry-Perot cavity

The steady state field within the cavity is
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-ikl
t R M . t M M ( / { ) ' e

Eoo,(*) = E" u(k). rMM(ft) . e-'*' - Ern{k) (2.18)

(2.r9)

- i  L ' t  I

i - r R M ' r M M \ K ) . e

It is worth considering how the transmission of the recycling cavity is related to the trans-

mission of the rear Michelson "mirror". If E.^r(k) were unaffected by differential phase

shifts in the Michelson interferometer, then a standard Michelson interferometer with a

large input power would be identical to a recycled Michelson interferometer with a pro-

portionately smaller input power (for dynamic cavities, this is only true for measurements

at frequencies below pole frequency of the recycling cavity, which is 13kHz for this inter-

ferometer). Since the cavity field is a function of the reflectivity of the Michelson interfer-

ometer, this comparison does not strictly hold, but two approximations used in the

following section do lead to that result. Both approximations hold when the Michelson

interferometer's antisymmetric port is near the dark fringe of the carrier. First, the reffec-

tivity for the carrier is proportional to cos(Zksa) , which we set to I in eqn. 2.6. Second,

as is shown in eqn.2.30, the signal we measure results from the product of the fixed com-

ponent of the carrier transmission with the fluctuating component of the sideband trans-

mission and from the product of the fixed component of the sideband transmission with

the fluctuating component of the carrier transmission. Since the fixed component of the

carrier transmission in the TEM66 mode is held to 0, the fluctuations in the sideband

reflection and transmission are ignored.

Using the expressions for the transmission and reflection coef,ficients of the Michel-

son "mirror", we can describe the transmission coefncients of lhe recycling cavity. Again,

several approximations are used. First, the carrier and the sidebands are resonant in the

recycling cavity, so

-iko2(l + c)
E  -  L r

-ik 2(l + c\
e  

' =  
l .

The cavity transmission for the carrier becomes

E-"(ftn)
' u  

D  t t .  \Lin \  ̂ 0,,

t*r. i"-tno'" 2ko6 . "-'kl

'-'* ('-i)
If we absorb the losses from the recycling minor into the loss Z of the Michelson "mir-

ror," we can rewrite the recycling mirror reflectivity as
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.f

I .  2  .  I R M
r n v  =  { r - r w = r -  2

(2.21)

where 7*r = tflr is t]re power transmission of the recycling mirror. The carrier trans-

mission then simplifies to

-ik^( I + 2c\
Z i t ^ * -2k06 .  e  

" '
(2.22)

ZRtc + Z

We now examine the transmission coefficients for the sidebands. By substituting the

expressions for the Michelson interferometer interactions with the sidebands (eqns. 2.12 -

2.16) into the cavity output field equation (2.18), we get the sideband transmission of the

recycled Michelson interferometer. The transmission for the upper sideband is

,. _ r*, . i"-t(to 
* *t"x2" *')(2&oD 

cos (2tr",4) + sin (2ftr"A))

I \
I -'nv . 

[l 
- 

;J(cos(2,tsBA) 
- 2ko6 sin(2ftr"A))

and the transmission of the lower sideband is

Q.23)

i -,nu . (r - f)f *rtzt."A) + 2fro6 sin(2&r"A))

For convenience, letSA= sin(2&ruA) andCA= cos(2kssA) = 1 - SA'/2 . We can then

rewrite the transmissions as

' +
2t** . ir-i(ko* 

kt"xz" * /)12&06 
cA + sA)

(2.2s)
Z*r+L+(SA2+4ko6SA)

2t*,. 1"-t(ko-ksiQ"* 
t) 

q2ko6 cA - sA)

rp," . ia-i(to 
- kss "" * "i 

2fro6"o, ( zksBA ) - sin ( 2ft grA ) )
Q.24)

and

T**+Z+(SA2-4f ro6SA)
(2.26)

Using these expressions for the interferometer transmission, we can examine the impact of

changing the differential length on the transmitted light power.

We recall that the form of the field incident on the interferometer (eqn. 2.4) is

Ei, = 44(/0(f)e'o'+ "/,(f)eu'* 
t'" - r, (a;r'(t-t')t, Q.27)
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where P,n is the input power, I is the modulation index, and J6(l) and J1(f) are Bessel

functions. Let

"Io = "/e(f) Jt = J1(f)

so the output field is

Eou, = ,ffi"ttt{ toJo+ tp r"i^^t - t-J r"-it^'1 . e.zs)

The output power, Eour*Eoo,, then has components at DC, the modulation frequency, and

twice the modulation frequency. The power at the ouput of the interferometer at the mod-

ulation frequency is

io-r -- -to-r
P^*= Pin[e ̂  ( toJotrJr-toJot-Jt\+e -(toJot*Jr-toJst-J)1 . (2'29)

The signal in this term is used to measure the deviations from the dark fringe. We see that

the power at the modulation frequency is the carrier field heterodyned with the sideband

fields. The interferometer length is generated by mixing down the power on the Photo-

diode with a reference from the signal used to modulate the light.

To evaluate 2.29, we must expand the products ir-, hr-, and their conjugates to first

-8 rRN4.sA

fo"+Z+(.SA2+4fto6SA)

- koi - e-'v

i\v.  k o o . e  '

(2.30)

(2.31)Int- =
( ? o " + L ) . ( Z * + Z + S A 2 ;

We can now write the expression for the ouqrut power at the modulation frequency. Since

this power is detected by a photodiode, we will also include n , the quantum efficiency of

the detector, which is about 0.85 electrons/ photon for our detector [Csatorday 
'98]. The

detected output power at the modulation frequency is

order.in to6. If we let V: tss(2c + /), then these products become

-2#rur . zko6. "iko?*2") 2rRI4 - ie-t(to 
* ts (2"* t) 

7zks6 cA + sA)

and

I *+ .L

8rRM.^sA

( I o " + t ) . ( I o " + Z + S A 2 )
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Carrier/ Sideband Ratio: There are various light interrogation points in the interferome-

ter which allow us to compare the power distribution between the carrier and the side-

bands. The carrier to sideband power ratio at the input is

(2.38)

The carrier to sideband ratio at the dark port is related to the carrier to sideband ratio at the

beamspiitter by the transmission of the Michelson interferometer. The total power trans-

mission of the Michelson interferometer for the carrier at resonance is Lt, the contrast

loss (see eqn. 2.59). The sideband power transmission is sin2(2ftsBA) + trc , so the output

ratio is

,2
J ^

CSBt. = -:._ J ;

The carrier to sideband ratio in the recycling cavity is then

t? non ^-^ (t*ro" + sa2"12csrBs - 
,jt'o_ 

= csBt,l z;fu-j .

csBa.=t#f+#lt**.-l

The incident light is of the form

_+ lnei(k'-^') -iAe(a-l,J sin(q/21"i(b- 
,�4, y>x

E ) = 1' 
lAetocos(O /2)ei(tu 

- ."t \ ,  
y < x

and the field entering from the other port is

2.4 Noise
The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate a sensitive phase detection' The sensi-

tivity to phase changes was developed in sections 2.2 and 2.3.In this section we describe

the fundamental quantum-mechanical noise which limits the phase sensitivity. First, a der-

ivation of the sensing noise is given, which follows [Caves'80, and Caves'81]. Then the

"shot noise" description will be used to relate that result to the sensing scheme and inter-

ferometer configuration which is employed for this experiment.

To derive the sensitivity limit of phase detection, we consider a beam of laser light

incident on a simple Michelson interferometer.

Q.37)

(2.39)

(2.40)



(2.4r)

where Q is the phase shift between the arms, (D is the mean phase of the arms (in radians),

and p ii the relative phase shift of the beamsplitter.

Another basis to use is the output beams ofthe interferometer. These fields are related

to the "in" fields bv

51 = [A"'@co"(i/2)"i(kt-^o, v> x
' 

lAei(W-tot) _ jAet(o + tt)sin (0/21si(k'-tr), y<.r

l ' ;
t

4,,F'
Figurt 2.4: Field Eigenstates described by equations 2.40 through2.42.

The light from the laser is in the coherent state [Loudon 
'83]. The creation and annihila-

tion operators for the input fields are al , a1, a2I , and a2. fSee, for example, Sakurai
'85.1 The respective operators for the "out" fields are then

ct = " iaf_ie-iEarsin(g/2)+arcos(g/2)l  
(2.43)

c z = ei@ f-a, cos (O / 2) - i e-ip azsin (Q / 2)1.

The number operator for the number of photons exiting pon 2 of the interferometer is then

c21c, = arI4rso,'1q/21 + azI azsinz(q/2)

-i sin (S,22) cos ( Q/2)(ei+ a rl ar- ei\ ari ar1

and the number operator squared is

(2.44)

(2.42)
= "-'*li"'u Elrin(S/2) + E)cos(Q/z)l

= ,-'olgicos(O /21 + ie-itEisin(Q/2)1.
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l
(" r1 r r)' = a J a rart a fo"o 6 I Z1

+ art ar"52 rr 12 ) (terms irt arlar' artar, or singleton a2or a2t)

+ terms in a ,I a , and singleton a, or a2l (2.45)

- sinz(Q/2)cosl4zz)(t"r-r in olor arIzl

+ sin21q,z2; cos 21q/211ort orora"I + arartarlar).

We prepare the interferometer so that the "in" state field I is the coherent state excited to a

level e, which contains, on average, N photons. The field entering the dark port is the

vacuum field, or the gtound state of the propagating electromagnetic field

l in )  =  l ( f ie ld1=a) , ( f ie ld2=0) )  =  l c t "0 ) '

Since the field entering port 2 is the vacuum state, the expectation value of any operator

with different numbers of arl and a, will be 0. We also note that:

(cr, 0la,ta1la, 0) = lol2 = tY,

la"Qarr a2la,0) = 0, and

(a,0lara"tla,0) = 1.

We now evaluate the expectation value and the variance of the number of photons emerg-

ing from the second port.

(Nr) = (o,olc2rc2loco) = Ncoszlq/z1

The expectation value of Nj is

(ff) = <c,, ol(c2tc2)?lcL o)

= .oro(ozz)n( lv* t)

+ sin 214,22; cos z{fr.tz1!a,}l(arI arara2t + ararl a2i ar)!u,0)

= .oro(ozz)lu(N+ 1) + sin26tz1"o"t14/Z1N

so the uncertainty in the output becomes

(2.47)

(2.48)

(AN2)2 = l l l>-<N)t

"orn(0.22).tr * s;n2 1q /21 cos,1q/ z1 t t

N cos?1qtz1,

or

J.'

(2.4e)



LN2= JN lcos(0,22)l = ^ft;. (2.so)

This relationship is the basis of the uncertainty associated with measuring the phase of an

interferometer and the origin of "shot noise." Figure 2.5 shows a plot of the average (nor-

malized) output of an interferometer, along with the associated uncertainty.

af)

Differenlial Ain- Phase - Ol2

Figure 2.5: Plot of (Nz + ANz) A,l vs. differential phase for N400.

ff you attempt to measure the phase difference b€tween the two arms by measuring

the intensity ofthe output light, then the signal is equal to

1

F  n c

g 0.4

= 0.2

This sets the limit of the phase sensitivity for a detection scheme with a diode at the ouput

which determines the phase difference between the arms by measuring the power at the

antisvrffnetric Dort to be

ry 
= Ncos(Q.22)sin(s.22).

ao= , . /9, .aru"= ==J-w,,1"?:(Q./?)1,. ,  = -  l -=+.^Y - 
d(NzI^"2 

- 
Ncos(Q/2)sin(Q/2) J-nsin(OtD- J-n'

(2.5r)

(', <,J\

It is important to note that N is the expected number of photons at the beamsplitter, not at

the photodiode.

It is important to consider the spectral analysis of the measurement. We rewrite the

sensitivity in terms of photon arrivai rate, rather than integrated photon number. The pho-

ton arrival rate at the detector, y'f, , is related to the phase by

(Nz) = N"o"z(qtD.

/
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Since the photon arrival times are Poisson distributed, the Wiener-Khintchine theorem

[see, for example, Yariv '91, chapter l0] states that the amplitude spectral density of the

ohoton arrival rate is

'i r------:-- PhOtOnS
^ N 2 f f )  =  l 2 ( N z >  ; f f i

(2.s4)

The quantum efficiency of the photodetector means that only some of the arriving photons

will be measured, therefore the measured arrival rate will be reduced to qN2. The mea-

sured Dower fluctuations are

AFoo, =
Watts

The phase uncertainty measured by a detector can then be expressed as

^O'(f) = dg. trt,(f) = ,,{0, LF^..,(f\- Y \ J  /  
d ( N ' 1 - '  

t "  '  d  ( P o u t ;  
- ' o 1 t "  '

tZN
4/rlPas

J{"

(2.56)

2.5 Sensitivity limit for modulation readout scheme with optical losses

we can now compare the rcsult of an idealized phase detection to an analysis of the

phase sensitivity limit for the interferometer configuration and readout scheme employed

for this experiment.

The readout scheme is slightly different from a pure intensity readout in that the mea-

sured intensity is not measured at DC, but is instead is measured at 25.556 MHz and

demodulated to give the interferometer phase measurement.

ln eqn.2.32 we calculated the measured signal at the modulation frequency to be

A Da! out 
-

nPinS.Io,Il rRM . ,SA
A Q . (2.s7)

( rR ru+Z ) . ( f *+ t+SA21

To establish the phase sensing limit, we invert this expression, and rewrite the results in

terms of amplitude spectral density of noise.

(Z *n+Z ) . (T * *+L+5A21

nPinSJoJlrRM.sA

J-u,

aO(.f) =

J)

.AFoot(f). (2.s8)



The measured noise from the "shot noise" of the light incident on the detector at the dark

port has the form APoor(,f) = ^l2hvr1P ro, 
$. The noise at different frequencies is uncor-

related, and since we are using a modulation scheme, the noise from the fluctuations in the

output intensity are multiplied by an additional J2 because both the upper and the lower

sidebands arc demodulated to the baseband. Henceforth, we will write

AF",t(.f) = rt Jzh,trlP,*, and remember that this refers to the noise after the demodu-

lation step, referred back to the diode. To determine Poo, , we measure the contrast loss of

the interferometer. The contrast loss is simply

(2.s9)

The power contributing to the noise can be in any spatial mode, unlike the signal, which is

only detected (for ideal diodes) in the TEMqs mode. At the power levels used in this exper-

iment and with the automatic alignment system operating, the dominant contrast loss

mechanism was due to thermally induced wavefront distoftions between the beams in the

two Michelson interferometer arms. Since the light in the two arms experiences different

distortions, (one beams passes through the beamsplitter, and the other does not), the two

beams returning to the beamsplitter do not interfere perfectly, so power in higher spatial

order modes exits the dark port. This is described more fully in Ch apter 4 - Thermal Lens-

ing.

The measured intensity of the carrier light exiting the dark port can be expressed as

the incident light (eqn.2.27) times the recycling gain (eqn. 2.35) times the contrast loss-

1 _ _  _ z  4 7 o r * , r
Pou's = 4Pi,.,J[ - RG n' L r = rlP t"Ji-----'::!n' L 6."1t + r*";-

The intensity of each of the sidebands is

,|

p - .o ,z 
4 In M( sin-(2f tssA) + Lc)

' out'+t- - '' ' tn" 1 
(L +zo" + sin212ftrrA;;2

The DC intensity measured by the photodiode should be

(2.60)

(2.61)

$. This formula does not account for the extra "non-stationary shot noise" resulting from synchronously
demodulating the power in the time-varying sidebands. That added noise is described in equation

light incident on Michelson IFO(ft)
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Poo, = TlPoolr * 211Poo,,*t-

= zr1rou.*,-(t *)cn s *)

l0("f) = 1r* + SA2)
rlProSJ rJ, . SA

- i 2iiv radians
dnPo,ss ̂@

which matches the prediction for a perfect system in eqn. 2.56.

If we consider the losses, then we can expand eqn. 2.63 to express the arnplitude spec-

ral density of the shot noise limited phase sensitivity in an interferometer with losses.

^0'(/) = ( I o " + Z ) . ( Z * " + t + , 9 A 2 )

1P,n8,loJ,I* .SA

(fRM +t)(fRM + L+ SA2)
J-env

nPinSJo,/1ZRM - SA

We can cancel many of these terms, so

^0(.f) =

4nPin4IRM

I  t T . u  z t ? , . s f + z ) 1
- '�rr in-r RMI---------- = --;- 

r
L(, + fRr4)- (Z + ZRM + SA')1

We can now express the phase sensitivity limit in terms of measured parameters

t ' r
^0'(/) = 

(7 RM :z] -(lRtr +z-+.sA-) 
^fnnp-*,.

nPhSJoJlrRM'SA 
' �v "

If we set the losses to 0 and assume perfect contrast, then AQ becomes

l 6 r r . 1 - t '  -  I  )

npfFi;r." {A-J8ftv4r41P'n?o MGA- + Lc)f.$-'a

\z.oJ)

i * jcsaoo
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The first term contains the input carrier power and the recycling gain, including losses, so

we can expr€ss the minimum phase measurement in terms of the power at the beamsplit-

ter.

This is similar to the ideal expression, with a few differences. Cavity losses reduce the

recycling gain, decreasing the power at the beamsplitter. Contrast losses add noise by

allowing excess light power on the detector. The second term represents the additional

noise from contrast loss for carrier power, and the third term represents additional noise

from contrast loss for sideband oower.

Nonstationary Shot Noise

There is an additional factor which contributes to the shot noise sensitivity which is

due to the time dependence of the output intensity resulting from the modulation scheme

[Schnupp 
'89, Niebauer, '91]. This "nonstationary shot noise" contribution can degrade

the interferometer sensitiviry and increase the ampliode spectral density of the shot noise.

For square wave modulation and demodulation, there is no impact on performance, how-

ever, the harmonic content of such a system makes it impractical to implement in a system

with the fundamental frequency at 25MHz. For sine wave modulation/ demodulation, the

nonstationary shot noise increases the shot noise limited sensitivity by a factor of

ao("f) =
LN

sA-
(2.66)

(2.68)

FF''.,

F+esh,
rri( = l-- -

12+ CSBo,

r +lcsnoo

f L .

4l .sA-

(2.67)

If we multiply the result of eqn. 2.66 by the nonstationary shot noise correction, we see

that the shot noise limited sensitivitv of the interferometer should be

AQ("f) =

Clearly, the key to achieving good phase sensitivity is to maximize the carrier power

at the beamsplitter, while minimizing the contrast losses, which appear in the terms

involving L, and CSBot, and represent excess light on the detector.

2hv
' r r  0 ,Bs
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Chapter 3

Description of the Experiment

3.1 Configuration of the Interferometer
The Phase Noise ftrterferometer is a suspendedl, frontally-modulated, power-recycled

Michelson interferometer. The Michelson interferometer's :ums are different lengths; the

asymmetry is required by the Schnupp modulation scheme used to measure the arm

lengths. This is the same control scheme used by LIGO, for which this machine is a proto-

qpe. The basic optical configuration of the experiment is shown in figure 3.1.

Optical Configuration
Dark Port

(Antisymmeric Port)

Beamsplitter

light stored in
optical cavity

Recycling cavity lengtb=5.87m
Michelson arm lengths=SO t 8 cn

OffAxis
Mirror

Figure 3.1: Optical Configuration of the Phase Noise Interferometer

The heart of the experiment is the Michelson interferometer shown on the right side

of figure 3 . I . The Michelson interferometer is sensitive to the differential-mode degtee of

freedom, the mode which will be excited by a passing gravitational wave. These passing

waves generate differential phase strifts on the light in the wo arms of the LIGO interfer-

ometer, as discussed in chapter 1. The Phase Noise Interferometer measures differential

shifts with high precision, and our goals are to:

1) Make the instrument as sensitive to differential phase as possible;

2) Have the sensitivity limited only by the laser power on the beamspliner; and

3) Demonstrate how LIGO can reach its phase sensitivity requirements.

1. The four optics wbjch compose the interferometer, shown in figure 3.1, arc suspended as pendul4 as
described in section 3.5-1.



Many things are required to allow us to reach these goals, but they can be broadly

gfouped into two categories: first, have enough power on the beamsplitter to reach the

required sensitivity; second, eliminate other noise sources which comrpt t}le measurement.

Since we cannot buy 7owatt lasers which meet our requirements, we use power recy-

ciing to achieve high power on the beamsplitter. The Michelson interferometer is set to

reflect nearly all of the carrier power back towards the laser source, so it can be thought of

as a mirror. By adding a paAially transmitting mirmr between the laser and the Michelson

interferometer, we make the Michelson interferometer into the back "mirror" of a Fabry-

Perot cavity. This optical cavity allows us to increase the power incident on the beamsplit-

ter by a factor of about 365, which is more aggressive than LIGO's recycling. We use a

700mW laser (of which 21 lmW of carrier are incident on the interferometer) and a power

recycling gain of 365, while LIGO will use a new 10W laser and a recycling gain of only

30. As we will see in chapler 4, Thermal Lensing, the high power we use causes thermal

distortion of the optics, and ultimately limits the instrument's performance.

Considerable effort went into eliminating other noise sources which comrpt the mea-

surement. Careful design reduces the impact of these noise sources. In this chapter, we

describe the design of the experiment, and discuss how the design impacts relevant noise

sources. Other noise sources will be described in chapter 5, where the final spectrum is

discussed.

Active control is employed throughout the instrument. These controls and rcadouts

are shown schematica]ly in figure 3.2. Within the interferometer, the differential length of

the Michelson interferometer (differential mode) and the length of the recycling cavity

(common mode) are controlled, and all six angulaf degrees of freedom are controlled

(pitch and yaw for the differential mode, the cofirmon mode front mirror, and common

mode rear minor). The laser frequency is controlled, and several active systems are used

to isolate the instrument from ground motion. Each of these Systems are discussed in turn.

3.2 The Differential Mode and the Detection of Optical Phase

The differential length of the Michelson interferometer is measured with Schnupp

modulation described in chapter 2. A 25556MH2 phase modulation is impressed on the

input light to the interferometer. Interferometer misalignments convert the phase modula-
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tion into amplitude modulation which is detected by RF photodiodes at ttie interferome-

ter's dark port. For this technique, the Michelson interferometer's anti'symmetric port is

held at a dark fringe, so that essentially none of the carrier power is transmitted to the

detector: instead. it is reflected back towards the laser.

E
E
E
@
a

Faaday Isolato.

Ph!6e Modulator

Acousto€ptic Modul.tor

Wavc Front se$ot

Demodularor

Figure 3.2r Overview of the experimental layout

The asymmetry makes the Michelson interferometer frequency selective, so alttrough the

anti-symmetric port is at the dark fringe for the carrier frequency, it is not at the dalk

fringe for the RF modulation sidebands. If the carrier begins to slip away from the dark

fringe, then the carrier iight transmitted out of the dark port begins to beat against the

phase modulation sidebands, producing the RF amplitude modulation which we measure.

InGaAs Dode
Dffe.e ial

Lrngth Detector

DifrerEntial Mode
AnEularcontrol !

t s i
I

outpuable :

a
a
a
I
a
I
I
I
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The amplitude modulation is measured with a 3mm EG&G InGaAs photodiode. A

small bias voltage is applied to the photodiode to decrease its capacitance, and the diode is

put in series with an inductor to form a resonant tank circuit nlned to the modulation fre-

quency. A pair of RF traps at Qfro6 and 3/.o6 were used to trap the harmonics, preventing

the signal at 2f^o6 from saturating the downstream elecffonics. The first active part in the

detection chain is the RF preamplifier, an AC coupled Maxim 4107. The RF signal from

the preamp is mixed with the local oscillator, yielding a baseband error signal propottional

to the phase difference between the two Michelson interferometer arms. The error signal is

used to generate the phase noise spectra shown in this work, and to control the differential

arm lengths of the interferometer. The length error signal is processed by an analog con-

fol loop, and fed to electromagnets which actuate the position of one of the two Michel-

son arm mirrors. The open loop gain for this control loop is shown in figure 3.3.

100

100 1or
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.3: Open loop gain of diferential Michelson interferometer confiol loop.
The dashed curve is the open loop gain of the differential length servo controller in the lock acquisi-
tion mode. Once lock is achieved, the confioller is switched into the run mode, which has more gain
at low fre4uencies, as shown by the solid curve.

The controller has two modes, the acquire mode, which is used to lock the interferom-

eter, and the run mode, which is used to make measurements after the machine is locked.

The acquire mode is unconditionally stabie, and remains out of saturation much longer

than the run mode. The additional gain in the run mode holds the interferometer closer to

the optimal working point, reducing the influence of "bilinear" noise terms which couple
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the phase difference betweet the light reurniig from the two arr4s to'it{rc beauisplitter is

0 = 4fr06 because of the ivay the asymmetry is defined in figuro2'f4qd dguation 2'5' we
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and the phase offset between rhe two arms.

2.3 Useful Erpressions
Here wddevelop a few other usefut "Yttgo*'

Recycling jein: The recycling gain is the'iatio of the storcd power to the incident power

when the cqvity is at resonance. [See, fcii example, Fritschel '91']
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Z +,4*v -represcnts iheltotal round trip power loss for light in the cavity. The recyciing
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metry loss at the Micn-elson interferometer. The recycling gain of the sidebands is'
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the frequency actuation was done by the PZT on the laser head. The PZT response in flat

up to 150 kHz, and so the high frequency feedback path is an extemal phase correction

Pockels-cell which is the dominant feedback path from 30kHz to 400kHz.

The open loop gain of the servo loops is shown in figure 3.5. The crossover point

between the YXI loop and the external Pockels-cell loop is at 30kI{2, and the unity gain

point of the entire system is 400kHz.

'" 
roo ro' 'to" 

,.*lllr,", 
ro' 1oo lo'

Figure 3'5: Open looP gain of the Prestabilized Laser

The acousto-optic modulator (Aollo shown in figure 3.4 is an external input to the

Prestabilized Laser servo system. The AOM is driven by a voltage controlled osciilator

(VCO) and is used as a double-pass frequency shifter. This input is used by the second

stage of the frequency control system, discussed in section 3.3.3.

Figure 3.6 shows the frequency noise of the laser Iight under the control of the Presta-

bilized Laser control loop. This noise is measured with a suspended cavity, consisting of

the on-axis Michelson mirror and the power recycling minor. The Z1nftIz/ fifz noise
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floor of the Prestabilized Laser from 2kHz to 20kHz is set by the noise in the VCO which

controls the acousto-optic modulator.

'rcg. Uz)

Figurt 3.6: Frequency Noise of the hestabilized Laser
The equivalent phas^e noise is the frequency noise of light in the cavity times the Micbelson as)rmme-
try factor of 6.7 10-v radianVllz- The solid line is the poirt at which the frequency noise contributes
the same level of noise as the shot noise. The suspended cavity acts as a low-pass filter for the fre-
quenry noise, with a single pole at l3kllz. This figure shows the frequency noise of light incicl,ent on
the cavity. The effect of the cavity pote is not considered in the equivalent phase noise conversion for
this figure, so the impact of frequency noise on phase noise above l3kllz is overstated by this figure'

3.3.3 Cavity Common Mode Control, the Second Stage of Frequency Control

The frequency noise of the Prestabilized Laser shown in figure 3.6 is too large to

achieve the level of phase sensitivity needed for this experiment, so a second stage of fre-

quency stabilization is used.

The second stage compares the on resonance length of the power recycling cavity

with the laser frequency. This is important for two different reasons. First, the power recy-

cling cavity must be on resonance to achieve power buildup within the cavity. Second,
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above l5Hz, the length of the power recycling cavity of the suspended interferometer is

the frequency reference for the second stage of laser frequency noise suppression. The

power recycling cavity length is 5.87m, and the recycling mirror and the Michelson mir-

rors are supported on different tables, as shown in figure 3.7 . This makes the cavity length

susceptible to seismjc disorbances at and below the isolation stack resonance frequencies.

However, at frequencies above a few tens of Hertz, the suspended minors have excellent

seismic isolation, and the cavity provides an exceptionally stable frequency reference.

Section 3.5 provides a more detailed discussion of the seismic and acoustic isolation of the

suspended interferometer.

Dhase mod.
25J56MHz

Faraday
Isolator

. m vacuum can

' Presnbilized la-rer

Figure 3.7: Common Mode Servo Control

The frequency dependence of the power recycling cavity stability necessitates a con-

trol system with two different feedback paths. Below 15H2, the common mode length

servo pushes the recycling mirror, using the fixed-spacer reference cavity as a length refer-

ence for the recycling cavity. Above l5Hz, the common mode servo controls the frequency

t ' 7



of the light from the Prestabilized Laser. The laser frequency is adjusted with a special

input in the PSL loop. This input is an Acousto-optic modulator (AOM) between the phase

modulator and the reference cavity as shown in figure 3.7. The AOM is connolled by a

Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO), and is centered at 80MHz. The AOM is used as a

frequency shifter. The first diffracted beam is reffected by a mirror whose center of curva-

ture is set to the middle of the AOM, and the light is double-passed through the modulator'

By placing the modulator at the center of curvature of the mirror, we can shift the AOM

frequency without changing the angle of the double-passed beam. Changing the frequency

ofthe AOM inboduces a new frequency offset between the laser and the fixed-spacer ref-

erence cavity, which the Prestabilized Laser servo removes by changing the laser fre-

quency, using the power recycling cavity length as a reference for the laser frequency.

Since the frequency difference can be changed with the VCO, one can control the fre-

quency of the light going to the interferometer without pulling the fixed-spacer reference

cavity away from the center of its control range, holding both the reference cavity and the

recycling cavity on resonance simultaneously. One sees that the second stage of frequency

noise suppression is limited to regions where the open loop gain of the Prestabilized Laser

is large. In practice, the additional phase shift which the Prestabilized Laser loop intro-

duced near its unity gain frequency limited the second stage bandwidth to 100kIIz.

The crossover point between the two feedback paths in the common mode servo was

chosen to allow a large separation in the open loop gains of the two paths at 150H2. This is

necessary because, in a servo system with two feedback paths, the gain in one feedback

path affecs the performance of the other path.

Using the system shown in figure 3.8, a simplified view of the second stage frequency

noise/ common mode length control loop, we can calculate the transfer function from

input frequency noise, f, to residual frequency noise, r. The open loop gain of the laser fre-

quency control path is G. = D ' F , and the open loop gain of the power-recycling length

control path as Gy - D ' L. s . The transfer function becomes

1 + G t

1 + G F + G L
r

48
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Figure 3,8: Servo Paths for Common Mode Servo

The open loop gain of the system is Gp+ G1, so the frequency noise suppression is

reduced by the cavity length control path. In regimes where Gp , Gr, 7, the frequency

noise is suppressed by approximately Gp/Gp instead of the factor G, we would expect

for a single feedback path. To achieve good supptession of frequency noise, it is important

to roll off the gain of the power recycling length loop as rapidly as possible.

The open loop gain of the second stage is shown below in figure 3.9. There are sev-

eral interesting features of the common mode loop control path evident in figure 3.9. The

low frequency gain of the loop is large in order to hold the cavity length constant against

the low frequency drift of the Stacis active seismic isolation feet. The feet exhibit a motion

of about l0pm peak+o-peak at frequencies around 0.1H2. These controllers are discussed

in more detail in section 3.5. The next feature of intercst is the 2.5H2 notch in the fre-

quency control path. This norch was added to help reduce the dynamic range requirements

ofthe frequency control path resulting from the large motions of the optics at?SHz' the

frequency of the first stack resonance. At this frequency, stack motion still couples reason-

ably well to motion of the suspended optics, since the pendulum isolation is only

(lHz,/2.5H2)2=0.16. Furthermore, the proximity to the 18Hz crossover frequency of the

two feedback paths constrains the relative phase of the two loops near this frequency, so a

notch with a Q of I at the input to the frequency control electronics was a reasonable solu-

tion, since it reduces the phase margin at the crossover frequency by only 8 degrees.
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Figure 3,9: Open Loop Gain of the second stage ofFrequency Contol

After the two feedback paths cross at 18H2, it is important to get as much relative gain

between the feedback paths as possible before the unity gain frequency of the loop is

reached at about 100kHz. The factor which ultimately limits the bandwidth of the com-

mon mode loop is the 1.14psec time delay of the Acousto-optic modulator, which adds 41

degrees ofphase shift at 100kHz. A fourth-order 100H2 lowpass Butterwonh filter is used

to rapidly attenuate the gain of the recycling mirror feedback path. More radical filters

were found to be unnecessary. The predicted conrmon mode loop suppression of fre-

quency noise is shown in figure 3.10. This figure shows the closed loop gain from point f

(input frequency noise) to point r (residual frequency noise) in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.10: Suppression of Frequenry Noise by the Common Mode Loop

The residual frequency noise of the laser light in the power recycling cavity after add-

ing the second stage to the frequency control loop is shown in figure 3 . 1 I . This figure pre-

sumes to show the residual frequency noise at point r in the common mode servo shown in

figure 3.8, Figure 3.1 1 actually shows the error signal of the common mode Ioop (point c

in figure 3.8), converted to units of frequency noise with the calibration peak at 2kHz, and

corrected by the gain in the recyciing mirror path.
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Figure 3.11: Frequency Noise of Laser Light in the Power Recycling Cavity
This is an in-loop measurement of the residual frequency noise of the second stage of laser frequency
control. The solid line at l3xl['Hz/ JHz is the level of frequency noise requircd to result in a
noise contibution equal to the photon shot noise we rneasured ' The peak at 2kIIz is a calibration
peak The two pea-ks around i5kHz are from video moniton.

3.4 Wavefront Sensing and Contuol of the Suspended Interferometer

We believe this is the first suspended power-recycled Michelson interferometer with

"wavefront sensing" and controi of all six independent angular degrees of freedom. Wave-

front sensing was first described by Anderson [Anderson 
'84] and has been demonsftated

on a several experiments [Sampas'90, Morrison I'94, Mavalvala'97]. The sensors used

in this experiment were deveioped by Dr. Daniel Sigg and Dr. Nergis Mavalvala for Dr.

Mavalvala's thesis work in our laboratory [Mavalvala 
'97], and are scheduled for deploy-

ment in the LIGO interferometers. The Argon-Ion version of the Phase Noise Interferome-

ter used a single wavefront sensor to control the differential mode alignment, which is

critical to achieving a high, stable recycling gain.
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The wavefront sensing scheme used in this experiment uses the demddulated signal

from an RF quadrant diode (aligned as shown in figure 3.12) to detect phase gradients

between the carrier and RF sidebands across the beam at some point in an interferometer.

These spatial phase gradients give information about the angular misalignments of optical

cavities. The production of spatial RF phase $adients is related to the production of the

average RF phase offset generated by length changes in the cavity, except that the quad-

rant diodes allow measurement of the RF amplitude modulation generated by the interfer-

ence of the TEMsg mode of the carrier with the TEM9I mode of the sideband (and vice-

versa) generated by misalignments [Morrison I]'94,Hefea'971. This enables the wave-

front aligrrment scheme to use the same 25.556]||'{tI2 frontal modulation sidebands as the

length detection scheme. It also means tlat the differential mode angular detectol is at the

same interferometer port as the differential length detector, and the common mode angular

detectors are at the same port as the lensth detectors.

Figure 3.12: Alignment of quadrant diode for wavefront sensor measurement

For a perfectly aligned cavity, all the power is in the TEMgg mode. As the cavity

becomes misaligned, power is convefied into TEMqI or TEMIS modes of the aligned cav-

ity basis. Since the TEMsg and TEMqI modes Propagate with different Guoy phases, the

power at the detector is proportional to the product of the TEMgg field, the TEM0I field

generated by the misalignment, and the cosine of the Guoy phase between these modes at

the detector location. For nondegenerate cavities, the Guoy phase Propagation differential

between the front and rear cavity optics makes it possible to position the detectors so that

one can distinguish between the enor signals generated at the front and at the rear of the

cavity. We used lenses to construct "Guoy phase telescopes" before each of our common

mode detectors so that one detector was sensitive only to recycling mirror misalignments,

and the other was sensitive only to common mode Michelson mirror misalignments'

which simplified the conuol problem to a set of parallel single-input single-ouput ioops.

common mode

tyaw-)(yaw+J\@D/
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The two main requirements for the control loops were to provide enough gain at

2.5H2 to suppress the differential mode angular misalignments from the fundamental

stack frequency to a few pradians rms. while introducing less than 10-11 meterc/ Jfr. of

length displacement at 150H2. Figure 3.13 shows the open loop gain of the differential

alignment servo used to meet these requirements
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Figurc 3.13; Open Ioop gain of the di.fferential angular alignment sewo

The rms misalignments were reduced to 4pradians. The noise caused by angular

motions is discussed in depth in section 5.4.3, Beam Jitter. To ailow unconditionally stable

operation of the angular control system, extra gain at 2.5H2 was provided by a resonant

gain stage with a Q of 1.7, and out-of-band control actuation was reduced by a derated 5ft

order low-pass elliptic filter at 90H2. The filter was derated by lowering the Q of the 90Hz

pole pair, which reduces filter ringing at the expense of passband flatness and phase shift.

-120L
10- '
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A detail of the open loop gain and phase near the unity gain frequency are shown below in

fi sure 3. 14.
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Figure 3.14: Detail of unity gain point for alignment control servo'

3.5 Environmental Isolation of the Interferometer Optics
" Do you know how ofien they detect gravity waves at MIT? "

"No, how often? "
"Every 15 minutes, until the Red Line quits running! "1

Considerable effort was exerted to isolate the experiment from environmental noise.

The four optics which comprise the interferometer were housed in a vacuum enclosure,

and were supported by a three stage seismic isolation system. The input optics table was

mounted on a seismic isolation platform, and the output table was mounted on a seismic

isolation platform and surrounded by an anechoic enclosure.

l. Related to the author by a complete stranger in Hanard Square.
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35.1 Interferometer Optics

The interferometer optics were isolated from environmental noise by enclosing them

in a vacuum system and supporting them with a three stage seismic isolation system, The

vacuum system was a 14 thousand liter system held at a nominal pressure of 6xl07torr

with a 480 liter/sec. Perkin-Elmer lon pump. As shown in figures 3.7 md3.75, t}re vac-

uum system enclosed the entire interferometer. The vacuum envelope comprised two

tanks, one holding the recycling mirror and its stack, tie other holding the Michelson

optics on their stack. The two tanks were joined by a 4.2 meter long, 70cm diameter tube.

Figure 3.15: Environmental isolation of the experiment.
The experiment has several types ofenvironmental isolation, including active seismic isolation of the
input optics table, a three layer seismic isolation system of the interfetometer optics, and seismic iso-
lation of the output optics table. the interferometer is in a vacuum system to eliminate air pressure
fluctualiolls and acoustic noise, and the output table is surrounded by an anechoic enclosure.

Each of the two tanks had a separate seismic isolation system. The bottom of each

seismic isolation system consisted ofa set of three Stacis 2000ru active isolators manufac-

tured by Barry Controls Inc. Each foot supported one leg of a triangular platform within

the tank. The platform in the vacuum system suppofted a three-leg four-layer passive iso-

lation stack. The top layer of the stack is a large, aluminum optical table. Steering mirrors

and beam blocks were attached directly to this table, while the interferometer optics had

one additional isolation stage. The interferometer optics were each suspended by a single

loop of wire from a small cage. The three Michelson optics were one the optical table in

one tank, and the recycling mirror was on the table in the other tank.

The Stacisru system is a set of three active seiSmic isolation stands made by Barry

Controls. The controls for each foot are independent, and each foot controls three degrees

of freedom, one vertical and two horizontal directions. To prevent the payload from being
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overconsfiained, the Stacis foot also includes a passive flexure between the active control-

ler and the payload. Motion of the payload support point is monitored with geophones'

and actively servoed away by actuating PZT stacks between the ground and the payload

support point. The bandwidth ofthe system extends from about lHz to about 100H2, with

a naximum gain between l0 and 20H2. The ciosed loop gain of the system supporting the

Michelson optics is shown in figure 3.16.

Frequency (H2)

Figure 3.16: Closed loop gain for one foot of the Stacisw system supPorting the Michelson optics

The second stage of seismic isolation was the passive isolation stack which is similar

ro the LIGO stack and was designed to isolate the experiment from ground motion at fre-

quencies higher than the mechanical resonance frequencies of the stack. The stack was

within the vacuum system and sat on a triangular support platform. Each corner of the sup-

port platform was held by a leg which feeds through the vacuum enclosure with a flexible

vacuum bellows, and rested on one of the Stacisw feet. The vacuum bellows acted aS a

Gain ol Hodzontal LooP

Gain of Vertical t'oop

) t



soft spring which connected the leg to the vacuum enclosure, decoupling enclosure motion

from ieg motion, and allowing the considerable weight of the enclosure to be supported

directly by the floor.

The stack was a four-layer threeJeg design, as shown in figure 3.17. Each layer was

essentially a mass-spring system, attenuating motion of the previous stage by (.f / f ,"r)z

at frequencies above the rcsonant frequency of the mass-sPring system.

optical table

100kg stack leg elements

viton "springs"

support platform

support legs

Figure 3.17: Seismic isolation stack

The dynamics of this type of stack have been calculated and measured by J' Giaime.

lGiaime 
'95, Giaime '961

The final layer of seismic isoiation for the interferometer optics was the single-stage,

single-loop pendulum suspensions, which are similar to the LIGO Small Optics Suspen-

sions. The optic was hung as a pendulum bob in a single Ioop of wire, as shown in figure

3 . i 8 . The pendulum was about 30cm long, for a 1 Hz pendulum mode, and the wire attach-

ments were configured so the pitch and yaw frequencies were around 0.5H2. AIso shown

in figure 3.18 are the permanent magnet-fin assemblies which were glued onto the optic so
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that it can be controlled. The four assemblies on the back of each optic wele used to con-

troi the interferometer length, as well as the pirch and yaw motion of the optic. The fifth

assembly,,which was mounted on the side of the optic, allowed damping of the side to side

motion of the optic. The two remaining degrees of freedom were not conffolled, but were

merely set by the suspension wires. The "bounce" mode or vertical motion of the optic had

a resonance at 19Hz as the optic stretches the steel suspension wires. The "roll" mode of

the optic, (in which one end of the wire extends while the other contracts) is at 28H2.

Single wire loop suspension

Mamet-fin assembiies
lor control oI opuc

Figure 3'18: Optic suspended by a single loop of wire

The assemblies are composed of an aluminum standoff, a permanent magnet, alrd an

aluminum fin. The standoff is glued onto the optic with vac-seal, a vacuum compatible

epoxy. A small permanent magnet is glued to the other end of the standoff. The magnet is

partialiy enclosed by the end of a thin aluminum fin (see figure 3.19). The fin has a small

siit machined into it, which is used as part of an optical sensing system to determine the

optic's location. The aluminum standoff is used to reduce the coupling between internal

thermal motion of the optic and the sintered magnet material, so as to minimize the impact

of the lossy magnet material on the internal Q's of the opticai substrate [Gillespie tr 
'95].
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The entire structure has resonances at about 4kHz, which can seen clearly in the phase

noise spectrum (see section 5.3.1).

The optic hangs within a stainless steel "cage" which provides a suspension point for

t}te wire, holders for the control sensors and acluators of the magnet-fin assemblies, and

motion limit stops to protect the optic ("earthquake stops").

The magnet-fin assemblies fit into OSEMs (Optical Sensor, Electromagnetic Motor)'

actuators which are mounted on the suspension cage (see figure 3'19). The OSEM pro-

vides two functions: it contains an optical sensor which locates the slit in the fin, and it has

a coil electromagnet which can apply force to the optic via the permanent magnet.

Figure 3.19: OSEM detail

A controller unit provides local control of each optic. The optical sensors provide

information about the optic's location, and a low frequency, AC coupled servo is used to

damp out the pendulum resonances of the optic for side-to-side motion, 2 motion (normal

to the optical surface), pitch, and yaw. The controller also applies DC current to the coils

for initial interferometer alignment.

The suspension wire is a 2 rnil diameter steei wire. It is located on the optic by a pair

of small rods as shown in figure 3.20. First, a glass "guide rod" is glued to the side of the

optic. An aiuminum "wire take-off rod" of a slightly large diameter is then placed below

the guide rod. The wire take-off rod is set in the channel formed by the side of the optic

and the guide rod and held in place by the tension of the wire. The wire is set into a very

small groove around the wire take-off rod. The optic is then balanced by sliding the wire

take-off rods back and forth. when the optic is within 2 milliradians of vertical, the wire

take-off rods are glued in place by a small dot of epoxy on each end. The wire is not glued

OU



to the optic. The optic can be removed entirely from the suspension wire and vacuum

baked to remove residuals from the epoxy joints. The optic can then be re-hung from the

wire by placing the wire back into the grooves in the wire take-off rods. After baking, the

optics hung within about 5 milliradians of vertical'

vac-seal epoxY join6
euide rod
ivire take-off rod
2 mil steel susPension wire

Figurt 3'20: Suspension wire attachment 'l'erail

3.5.2 Parasitic InterferometrY

onesourceofnoiseininterferometersislightwhichisremovedfromthemainbeam

@y an imperfect anti-reflective coating, for example)' sent along some path' and recom-

bined with the rnain beam, introducing phase and amplitude noise as various parameters of

the path change. In previous work, this "parasitic interferometry" between the recycling

mirror and optics on the input optics table caused excess noise in the interferometer out-

put, so steps were taken to reduce the impact of that noise path on this experiment' A sec-

ondparasiticpath,betweentheoutputopticsarrdtheMichelsonbeamsplitteaalsocaused

noise and considerable effort went towards reducing the impact of that noise source as

well.

t l .

Figure 3.21: Elecaic fields of a parasitic interferometer
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Parasitic interferometers result from unintended scattering of light into the measure-

ment beam. Figure 3.21 shows a diagrammatic view of a typical parasitic path. An optic in

the path of the main beam has a reflectivity, 11, which reflects or scatters light to a second

optic, which in tum reflects or scatters light back into the fundamental mode of the main

beam, with a field reflectivit5r 12. As the optics move with velocity v1 and v2, tlre resultant

output field, Dru*, becomes:

r  -  t ' ,  F -df, ,-  - ."TV". | ' t " '* ' ' 'J) .t s s u m  =  t s l + L Z = L r l I + r { 2 e  
I

(3.5)

where f is the additional field scattered back into the field of unperturbed bearr" E] , and

/o is the initial extra propagation length ofthe scattered beam. The magnitude of the scat-

tered light vector is often constant, but the relative phase of the scattered light with respect

to the main beam changes with the path length. For large relative motions of the optics,

with relative velocity v , the scattered field can move through many fringes, modulating

the amplitude and frequency of the resulting beam around the frequency 2v / ],"H2. When

the relative motions are less than a wavelength, the coupling is approximately linear. For

small reflectivites, the peak to peak power modulation is approximately 4rrrr.

Parasitic Inter{erometry at the Input Table

Parasitic interferometry at the input to the main interferometer causes changes to the

input field. These changes couple to the output of the Phase Noise Interfemmeter both as

frequency noise (see section 3.3.3) and to a lesser extent as laser intensity noise (see sec-

tion 5.4.4).

To control this, steps were taken to reduce the reflectivity of the scattering compo-

nents and their relative velocity. The input optics table was supported on a set of three Sta-

cis feet, and brewster-angle polarizers were used in the Faraday isolator (shown in figure

3.7) which separated the light reflected by the interferometer from the incident beam. The

table was also enclosed in a small clean room enclosure, which reduced dust accumulation

(a significant cause of back-scattered light) and damped the acoustic noise.
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Figure 3-22: Seismic Isolation of the Input Optics Tabl

The coherence between floor motion and table modon is only larye at frequencies less rhan 10Hz for

horizontal motion and less tban 25Hz for vertical motion'

The most likely scattering sources fot the input optics were the recycling mirror'

which reflects 35Vo of the incident carrier power (in lock), and the Faraday isolator. The

recycling mirror is located within the vacuum system and supported by a seismic isolation

system described in the previous section. To reduce the relative motion between it and the

inputoPtics,asetofStacisfeetwasusedtoreducethevelocityoftheinputopticstable.

Lower relative velocity means the parasitic interferometry fringes between the input table

andtheinterfelometerwouldbebelowthemeasurementband'Ahard.mountsystemsuch

as Stacis is essential, b€cause it preserved the alignment of the input beam with the inter-

ferometer. The transmission of floor motion to table motion is shown in figure 3 '22' and

the motion of the input table is shown in figure 3'23'
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Figure 3.23: Horizontal Motion of Input Optics Table

The combined steps of cleanliness, seismic isolation, and reduced backscatter of the

brewster angle polarizers reduced the level of parasitic interferometry of the input optics

to the point that it was not observed during normal operation.

Parasitic Interferometry at the Output Optics Thble

Parasitic interferometers at the output also cause noise. Carrier light which scatters

into the TEMsq spatial mode at the photodetector is read out directly as signal from the

instrument. This is unlike noise on the input light, where frequency noise is only coupled

by the asymmetry, and amplitude noise by the average excursions from optimal fringe

contrast, Parasitic interferomety amongst the output optics becomes an important noise

source as the contrast loss increases due to thermal lensing (see chapter 4) or some otler

source of contrast loss. Contrast loss is of special concem for parasitic interferometry,

because it generates excess optical power which does not contain any signai. Even if the
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excess power is in higher order spatial modes, the parasitic reflectors can .scatter much of'

the power back into the modes which have a iarge overlap with the TEIr'Ing'

These interferometers can form either between two optics in the output chain, or

berween an output optic and the beamsplitter itself. The beamsplitter is particularly prob-

lematic. First, the Michelson interferometer length is set so that the Michelson 'tnirrol'

behaves as a high reflector, and second, the seismic and acoustic isolation of the interfer-

ometer imply that the mechanical admittance of the output optics and the beamsplitter are

different, which accentuates the coupling of low frequency ground noise to diferential

path length changes of a parasitic lnterferometer.

We discovered that parasitic interferometry between the interferometer and the output

table was a significant contributor to the excess noise of the instrument' To eliminate this

noise source, four things were done:

L seismic isolation the output optics table.

2. Acoustic isolation of the output oPtics table.

3. Replacement of the length sensing photodiode.

4. Control of all specular reflections.

Seismic Isolation. The output optics table was clamped to a 5001b. ganite siab, which

was supported by 3 Newport XL-A pneumatic seismic isoiation legs'

Acoustic Isolation. The output optics table was placed in an anechoic enclosure to reduce

the acoustic drive on the optics. Acoustic drive generally excites the mechanical reso-

nances of various optics mounts (e.g. pickoff beamsplitters, focusing lenses, and peri-

scopes) along the output beam path' These resonances typically range from 200Hz, -

1000H2. Figve 3.24 shows the reduction of sound pressure within the enclosure over this

range of frequencies .

The main improvement seen from the seismic and acoustic isolation was the

increased stationariry of the interferometer spectrum, and the reduction of low frequency

noise (below -7NHz).
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Figure 324: Acoustic drive level at the output optics table, with and without anechoic enclosure-

Length Diode. Another improvement ofthe spectrum resulted from changing the RF pho-

todiode from a 2mm diameEr Hamamatsul diode with a BRDF of 1.lxl04/ster. to a

physically smoother, 3mm diameter EG&G2 diode with a 6.5" incidence angle BRDF of

0.37x10J/ster. [Csatorday '98]. The smoother surface reduced the backscattered inten-

siry, and the large diameter allowed us to turn the diode at a higher angie to the incident

beam and still catch all of the output bam, which fuither reduces the backscatter since the

BRDF is greatest near the specular reflection. The diode was operated at 30o from normal

incidence.

Specular reflections. Aithough the transmissive optics on the or:rput table were all AR

coated, specular reflections from these optics were still presont. 'Ihese beams were all

steered off the output table and into beamstops. These beams can be problematic, since

they contain much higher power per steradian than scattered light, and often end wind up

incident on elements near the length photodiode, resulting in scattering paths with rela-

1 .
2.

model G5832-2
model C30642G
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tively high intensity due to the large view angle presented by the nearby photodiode. The

reflected light from the length sensing diode was sent onto a piece of 1064nm absorbing

glass at a 45o angle, located 70cm from the diode. Other beams were propagated a few

meters into standard beamblocks.

The dominant source of backscatter into the main beam was the photodiode itself.

Several different configurations of optical isolators were employed to plevent backscat-

tered tight from the diode from reentering the interferometer, but we found that the best

performance was achieved with the EG&G diode at a high incidence angie' with no opti-

cal isolators. Each additional tfansmissive optical element we added degraded the interfer-

ometer performance, both through additional backscattered light' and through the

additional specular reflected beams which needed to be captured.

The isolation allowed us to operate the interferometer at any time during the day,

although the performance was severely compromised during rush hour- Although t}te

interferometer worked during the day, the best data were still taken late at night.
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beamsplitter passes through the lens twice, whereas the beam reflected by the beamsplitter

is only effected by the change in the bulk curvature of the optics's surfaee resulting from

thermoelastic deformations. Since the two wavefronts retuming to the beamsplitter surface

have different curvatures, it is not possible to perfectly interfere the beams. Since the

TEM66 mode leaving the interferometer is actively servoed to the null fringe, the differ-

ence appears as higher order spatial modes which exit the dark port of the interferometer.

For bearns which have a parabolic curvature difference, the resulting lost power is in the

cylindrically symmetric Laguene-Gauss 1,0 mode (see [Siegman 
'86]). We rvill see that

the cylindrical symmetry does not persist at high power, so Hermite-Gaussian solutions

oriented along the horizontal and vertical axes of the interferometer are more appropriate,

with the lost power more conveniently described as TEM26 and TEM02 modes.

The loss which results from thermal lensing impacts the interferometer performance

in two ways. First, the loss lowers the recycling gain, and thus lowers the power incident

on the beamsplitter, which reduces the signal level, as shown in chapter 2. Second, the

light exiting the dark port in the higher order spatial modes contains no information about

tle interferometer length, nor will it beat against the light in the sidebands which do con-

tain length information, because the predominant sideband intensity is in the TEI\496 spa-

tial mode and the photodetectors have excellent spatial uniformity. Since the readout

signal in generated by the interference of the carrier and the sideband, spatial uniforrnity

of the photodiode insures minimal mixing between spatial modes, so power in higher

order modes like scattered light and contrast defect do not impact the signal level ffhorne
'89, Csatorday '981. Although there is no signal in the light which exits because of the

confast loss, fhe ligtlt intensify does increase the shot noise level, and so it contributes

directly to the noise level of the interferometer.

The most coDvenient way to describe the impact of the thermal lensing on the interfer-

ometer is to examine the contrast loss as a function of the power incident on the beamsplit-

ter. The contrast loss is simply defined as the amount of power "1eaking" out of the dark

port of the interferometer divided by the power incident on the beamsplitter. Figure 4.1

shows the measurement of the contrast loss for the Phase Noise Interferometer. For this

measurement, the sideband power was reduced by a factor of 100, but not eiiminated.

Since the sideband is coupled out of the dark port by the asymmefy, this sideband power
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disturbs the measurement of the carier losses. The level of the sideband power in these

measurements would be equivalent to a contrast loss of 2.5x10-6 . This is less than 107o of

the best contrast loss, and has not been removed from any of the data-

Figure 4.1 shows an initial contfast loss of about 2xl0a , falling to a minimum of

2.5x10-s at 36 watts of power incident on the beamsplitter, and then rising as the beam-

splitter power increases. The initial loss is a result of the Michelson asymmetry. Since both

of the Michelson end minors afe flat, the path lenglh asymmetry results in a mismatch of

the gaussian parameters of the two beams returning to the beamsplitter flom the Michel-

son arms. As the power increases, the beamsplitter heats Ip and begins to act as a lens fol

the light transmitted to the on-axis mirror. In the PM, 
ffi 

is Vosit:ve, the on-axis arm is

longer than the off-axis arm, and the cavity waist is at the average position of the Michel-

son a.fm lengths, so the initial lensing improves the matching of the arms, and acts to

improve the contrast ioss. However, figure 4.1 iltlstrates that the lensing is strong enough

to compensate for the asymmetry at about 36 watts of incident power' As the power

increases, the lensing overwhelms the asymmetry, and the contrast loss begins to increase.

a

I
-
ag

c

40
Beamsplitter power (Watts)

Figure4.1:Measuredcontrastlossofthebeamsplitterasafunctionofincidgntpower'
Data points are shown as circles. The lefters corespond lo the powers at

which the images in figures 4'8 ' 4'12 were taken'

Initially, the interferometer was designed to run at about 120 watts of circulating

power, but the excess power at the dark port resulting from the high loss decreased the

interfefometer sensitivity. A more modest 70 watts yielded the best interferometer results'

100OU1 0
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The beamsplitter is believed to be the lensing culprit for two reasons. Ffust, it is the

only transmissive optic in the Michelson interferometer, and fused silica transmissive

optics are much more sensitive to thermal lensing than reflective optics because of the rel-

atively small impact of thermoelastic deformations described above. Second, the images

of the beam exiting the dark port show thar the beam is not axially symmetric, indicating

an astigmatic thermal lens. Of the four suspended optics, which are the only optics

exposed to the fuli recycled power, only the beamsplitter sees a beam which is not axisym'

metric. Since the beamspliner is angied at 50 degrees to the incident beam, the light prop

agates through the optic at an angle of 32 degrees from normal. Altttough the freespace

beam is circular, the beam in the beamspiitter becomes elliptical, with different elliptici

ties on the surface and in the bulk.

When an elliptical beam is propagated through an optic, the resulting thermal lens is

not axially symmetric. Inside the beamsplitter, the beam is wider than it is tall, but the iens

within the optic is foreshortened by the change in propagation direction of the beam at the

optic surface, resulting in interesting astigmatic effects.

4.2 Modeling of the Thermal Lens
Ryan Lawrence, a graduate student at Mm, consEucted a three-dimensional model of

our beamsplitter geometry using a finite element analysis program called Ideasru. The

model showed that the thermal lens (as seen in the frame of the freespace beam) is stron-

ger in the horizontal direction than the vertical direction. The resulting horizontal and ver-

tical lenses were used to calculate the expected intensity patlem of the bearn emerging

from the dark port.

4.2.7 Thermal Lens parameters

The finite element model was used to track the heat flow within the optic and was

used to generate a set of six parameters which describe the thermal lens generated by the

beamsplitter. The model tracks heat input from the elliptical beam, heat flow within the

optic, and radiation losses from the optical surface. The temperature increase of the mate-

rial is calculated, then the change in optical path length along the beam direction is calcu-

lated for many points within the beam. Since it is a full three-dimensional model, it

correctly accounts for the effects of non-radial heat flow It also accounts for the fact th*,
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in surface heating at non-normal angles, one side of the transmitted beam is tratrsmitted

throush much more heated material ttran the other side, as is shown in figate 4.2.

Figure 4.2; Schematic view of the heat flow from surface absorption of the beamsplifier
power absorbed from tlre laser by the coating flows into the substrate and heats it. Since the beam is

not normal to the surface, one side of the bean (here, the left side) travels through more heated mate-

rial that the other side, and so the thermal lens is not symmetric.

This results in a lens which is not centered on the incident beam because the center of

the beam does not travel through the path of greatest integrated thermal distortion within

the optic. Modeling shows that the lens is not symmetric even when the first order thermal

'\nedge" is removed.

-12
-2 -.5 0 .5

position (units of spot radius)

Figure 4.3: Thermal distortion of the beamsplitter for power absorbed at one sudace

The center ofthe therrnal lens effect has been arbitrarily set to 0 phase shift in this figure and in figure

4-4 to ease the comparisons of tbe curvatues in the two directions.

The finite-element model yielded apaf. of two-dimensional maps of the Path len8lh

added by the thermal distortion generated by the heat absorbed at the surface and by fte

heat absorbed in the bulk. since Gaussian beam propagation through an ideal lens is com-

pletely described by the parabolic coefficient of the lens along its primary axes, the two-
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dirnensional phase map of the distonion was reduced to a few parameters. Cuts through

the phase surface in the horizontal and vertical direction are shown in figures 4.3 and4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Thermal distortion of tbe beamsplitter caused by bulk absorption

These four curves were then used to generate the six parameters used in a beam propaga-

tion calculation. Four of the parameters were the best fit parabolas to the models out to 1

beam radius (1.3mm). These parabolas describe the thermal deformation as an ideal lens

in the horizontal and vertical planes, in units of curvature per pWatt of absorbed power.

Table 4,1: Model Parameten

Lens Curvature

Surface, horizontal - -^ - ̂ J meters
- ' r  / x Y t I l

meters- - Pwatt

Surface, vertical - ^ - , ^ - 7  m e t e r s-J.UJXIU
meters' . pWatt

Bulk, horizontal - ^. . ̂ -l meters-o,ul xtu --;-
meters' ' [Watt

Bulk, vertical - ^^ - ̂ -7 meters-4,9UXlU --__i-
meters' ' !"Watt

Bulk, horizontal correction -t.6zxt0a-.'A- + l.76xt0-'--E- - 2.29116? m-

m o ' 0 W  m " ' p W  m ' . p w

Bulk, vertical correction -t.29xt0a -2- + t.37xtdt -=E- - 1.83xto-7-=3-
m" llw m* pw m' uw

These six parameters are used to define the prope*ies oftbe astigmatic thermal lens generated by the
beamsplitter. The units for the first four entries are lens curvatue per total absorbed power
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Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show that the thennal distortions are not perfect paraboias. Since

it is assumed that most of the absorption is in the bulk of the material, two additional

parameters were generated to describe the lens. These are 6th order poiynomial fits to the

residuals for the bulk out to 2.0 mm. The parameters are shown in table 4'l

4.2.2 P r opagation Model

once the lensing properties of the beamsplitter are known, the performance of the

interferometer can be modeled to Predict the spatial profile of the beam exiting the dark

port as a function of tlle power incident on the beamsplitter and the optical absorption.

The propagation model is based on simple ABCD gaussian beam propagation matri-

ces. The horizontai and vertical axes of the beam are propagated independently- The initial

beam incident on the beamsplittel is described by the spot size and radius of curvatule in

the horizontal and verticai d.irections. There are six basic steps of the propagation model.

Figure 4.5; Diagrarn Iisting the steps of the beam propagation model

1. The off-axis beam is propagated though a free-space of twice the length of the off-

axis arm (42 cm) and the resulting beam parameters are used to generate a two-

dimensional electric field ar the beamsplitter.

2. The beamsplitter is modeled as a beam duct with a quadratic index. The quadratic

index is calculated from the parameters in table 4.1, the power passing through the

beamspliner, and selected numbers for the coating and bulk absorption' The two b€arn

parameters are then each propagated through the appropriate "duct"' [Siegman 
'86]

3. The beam parameteE are propagated through a free-space length of twice the on-axis

arm (58 cm each way).

4. The parameters are again propagated through the beamspliuer duct, and then the two

dimensional electric field at the beamsplitter surface is generated'

5. The electric field of the on-axis arm is phase-shifted by the perturbation correspond-
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ing to the non-parabolic component of the thermal iens.

6. The electric fields from the two arms are combined with the phase which minimizes

the total power. The total output power and its spatial distribution are generated.

The total absorytion necessary to make the model y.ield a contrast loss curve similar to

the data was quite large. It necessitated an absorption which was either 47 ppm/cm for the

bulk, or 90 ppm at the back surface, given a { ot t.t9xtO-s .
d 1

The majority of the absorption was assumed to be in the bulk of the beamspliner,

because, for such a large surface absorption, the effects of the asymmetric horizontal ther-

mal lens should have been quite obvious, but were not seen. In fact, the dark port beam

proflle was quite symmetric right to left, so the absorption was assumed to be in the bulk

of the beamsplitter.

The best flt to the measured power output curve, with I ppm absorption at each sur-

face, was given by a bulk absorption of 47 ppm/cm. This is a factor of 3 higher than the

optic specification of 15 ppm/cm, and independent measurements of the bulk and surface

absorption of the beamsplitter are planned for the future to find the actual values of the
- d n  -

absorption and j:a for this sample. The power predicted by the model is shown below in

figure 4.6.

8x1o-a

Beamsplitter power Watts)

Figure 4.6: Measured contrsst loss and predicted conrast loss with 47 ppm/cm bulk absorption-
The solid line is the predicted conaast loss, and the crosses are the data (with uncenainty) measued
with reduced sideband intensify.
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Although a simple lens at the position of the beamspliner predicts'a contrast loss

which is almost identical to figure 4.6, the advantage of racking the two axes of the beam

independently is that intensity profiies of the output can be generated and compared with

the measured spatial distributions in figures 4.8 - 4.1'2. A set of modeled intensity plots is

shown beiow in figure 4.7. At low power, the distribution is axially symmetric, then the

intensify becomes larger on the top and bottom until the best contrast point is reached,

beyond which the brightest points on the outer ring are to the sides of the central spot.

5 Watts otr Beansplitter 20 Watts on Beansplitter

-2 - 1

60 Watb on Beamsplitter

Figure 4.7: Modeled intensity distribution of the dark fringe.
The spatial scale is in units of beam radius' All of the intensities have been normalized to I at the
brightest point in the picture to emphasize the change in the spatial disnibution.

- 2

34 Watts on Beamsplitter
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This behavior can be explained by the differing curvature per absorbed power Param-

eters generated by the finite element model. The curvature, and hence the "lens," is stron-

ger in the horizontal direction than in the vertical direction. At low power, the arm length

imbalance means that there is minimal thermal lensing, so the beam retuming from t}re on-

axis arm has more curvature than the beam from the off-axis arm. (Since the two spots the

ate 8.5V0 arrd 7l.8%o of the Rayleigh range from the beam waist, the spots are similar in

size.) As the power incident on the beamsplitter increases, the thermai lens in the horizon-

tal plane becomes morc powerful than the thermal lens in the vertical pl ane, artd compen-

sates for the pattr length asymmetry more completely, allowing better contrast in the

horizontal plane than in the venical plane, so the cylindrical symmetry is broken and the

output rcsembles a TENtln2 mode. At the best overall contrast, the horizontal plane is

slightly overcompensated, and the vertical plane is still slightly undercompensated, yield-

ing a cross pattem as seen in the 34 watt picture. As the power incident on the bearnsplitter

increases, the lenses both overcompensate the asymmetry, and so the stronger lens (hori-

zontal) now has worse contrast, and there is more power in the horizontal plane than in the

vertical.

Images of the beam at the dark port show that the interferometer qualitatively matches

the modeling work. Figures 4.8 through 4.12 show pictures of the dark port beam at vari-

ous power levels. The RF modulation sidebands are reduced to a low level, so that even in

figure 4. I 0, which shows the intensity pattern at the best contrast, less that lOVo of the total

power is from the sidebands. The series of images shows an output pattern which evolves

along the horizontal and vertical planes of the interferometer. These planes are shown in

the pictures as cross-hairs. The image rotation results from the periscopes used to steer the

beams out of the interferometer.
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Figurt 4,8: Image of Dark Port beam with 5 watts ofcirculating power in the inaerferometer.
Not€ that the beam is almost perfectly axisyrmnetric. The curves on the side and bottom on tbe image
are the intensity along ihe cross-hairs superimposed on the image. The intensity scale is linear, where
0 is no light, and I represents the maximum ligbt the camera electronics ca'l prccess (at current gain
settilgs ard optical att€nuators, etc.) without saturating. This lwel chaages from image to image.

Figure 4.9: Dark Port image with 21 watts of circulating power.
Note how the patte.n has bulges to the top ard bottom of the central peak.
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Figure 4.10: Dark Port Image with 36 watts of circulating power.
This is the circulating power level which yields the best cortrast.

Figure 4,1 I : Dark Port Image with 57 wats of circulating power
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Figure 4.12: Dark Power image with 98 watts of circulating power

The hfiizontal lobes of the intensity distribution are evident both at this power level and at the 5?

Watt le;vel shown above in figure 4. 1 1 .

The model accurately predicts the emergence of tlre vertical lobes at Powers less than

the optimal contrast, followed by horizontal lobes at powers greater than the optimal con-

trast. Near the optimal contrast point, the mod€l does generate cross shaped pattems but

does not yield as much structure as was actually observed at the dark port, and the power

loss pre<liction it gives is too low which corresponds with lack of higher order structure

and other loss mechanisms in the model.

The natural question to ask with any shot-noise limited experiment is what prevented

the use of additional power. In this experiment, the limit is clearly set by the contrast loss

caused by thermai iensing of the beamsplitter. The astigmatic effects of beamsplitter ther-

ma1 lensing are clearly seen in the images of the dark port beam. The losses required to

explain r:he contrast loss we measured (47 ppm/cm with a 
ffi 

of I '18x10-') are higher

than expected, and fufure measurements need to be made to confirm the model.
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Chapter 5

Phase Sensitivity and Phase Noise

5.L Measurement of the Optical Phase Sensitivity

Measurements of the optical phase were taken by exarnining the error signal of the

differential mode output. The differential length of the interferometer is under active con-

trol, with a unity gain frequency of 1kHz. The measurement band of interest for this exper-

iment, which ranges from l5OFIz to l0kHz (see chapter 1), overlaps with the active band

of the servo, so measurements of the enor signal must be corrected by the loop gain to be

meanineful.

RF amplifier with
resonant gain stage
and 2f tap

Measured OutDut

5 Dole HP Butterworth- 
filter at 100H2

Figure 5.1: Schematic view of Michelson irterferometer readout and control configuration.

To measure the phase sensitivity of the interferometer, we measure the spectrum of

the signal at the point "Measured Output," correct by the loop gain, then calibrate by

matching the amplitude of the calibration signal to its known value-

5.2 Result of the Measurement
The resulting calibtated phase measurement is shown in figure 5'2' The spectrum is

limited by shot noise at frequencies above 600H2' and shows several features'
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Figure 5.2: Spectrum of the Phase Noise Interferometer.

5.2.1 Shot Noi,se Lirdted Regime

In chapter 2 we showed that the shot noise limited sensitivity for a recycled Michel-

son interferometer with this readout configuration is

aQ("f) = (5.1)

which expresses the sensitivity in terms of the carrier power at the beamsplitter' parame-

ters of the modulation readout scheme, and loss parameters (the contrast loss 26,, and the

dark port carrier to sideband ratio, C,SB6' ) u'hich describe the imperfections of the recy-

cling cavity (and are not independent of the carrier power at the beamsplitter')

A series of measurements are required to obtain these parameters. The carrier to side-

band ratio at the dark port is determined by comparing the leveis of the DC intensity to the

intensity at twice the moduiation frequency in a beam picked off from the dark port out-

sin2i2ftr".e; '
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put. The ratio of the power in the carrier to the power in one of the sidebands is then calcu-

lated to be

- I^^
csB, t^ -  Jz+v-2=2.7(1)

rzf
(s.2)

where Ipg is the DC intensity and IX is the rms intensity at twice the modulation fre-

quency.

The power at the beamsplitter can be determined two different ways. The most direct

measurement involves finding the sum of the power in the two Michelson arms. Before the

experiment was put under vacuum, the transmission of the two Michelson arm mirrors

were measured tobe 7.22(7) ppm for the on-axis mirror and 7.52(8) ppm for the off-axis

minor. One of tlese beams was direcled into an optical spectrum analyzer to measure the

carrier to sideband ratio of the light at the beamsplitter. By measuring tle power transmit-

ted by the two Michelson mirrors, one calculates that the carrier power incident on the

beamsolitter is

= 67(3)Wafts, (5.3)

where T, is the power transmitted by the on-axis minor and T, is the power transmitted

by the off-axis mirror.

If the performance of the recycling cavity is well characterized, then the power inci-

dent on the beamsplitter can be predicted by measuring the input power, Ptn , the input car-

rier to sideband ratio, CS8;o, the mode matching parameter' M, and the recycling gain'

RG. The predicted carrier power at the beamsplitter is

- ( T r T z
rn Rq - |  

----2^ o' ns l.z.zz(a)xro-6 7.52(8)xl0{

po,ss  =  p in .RG.r  
# ,

where the recycling gain (from eqn. 2.35) is

Rc = 
4T* 

;.
(To" + L)-

(< a\

(5.s)

The measurement of the cavity loss, L, and the mode matching parameter, M, are accom-

plished by measuring the intensity of the carrier and the sidebands reffected from the recy-

cling cavity when the cavity is moved in and out of lock.
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The reflectivity of a Fabry-Perot cavity in resonance can be expressed as

R o  =  ( 1 - M ) + M (s.6)

where L is the cavity loss (excluding the transmission of the input minor), T*nn is the

power traasmission of the input coupler (the recycling minor). The sidebands see an addi-

tional cavity loss introduced by the asymmetry, so the cavity reflectivity for the sidebands

is

(5.7)

By comparing the reflectivity of the recycling cavity to the carrier and the sidebands,

we can solve for L and M.

R*7.=(1-",.*[,iffiff)

2.6x10'3

2.4

2 )

5z.o
o

1.8

1 . 6

Cavity Matching

Figure 53r Cavity Loss (L) and Cavity Matching p,Iameter (M) calculation.

The circle is the result of comparing the cavity reflectivity of the carrier and sidebands (eqn. 5.6 and
5.7), the error circle assumes 57, enor for the carrier ratio and 1070 error for the sideband ratio. The
solid line is the prediction based on ratio of the carrier ratio at the input ard tbe beamsplitter (eqn.
5.4) with 57o enor on the ratio.

Based on the data shown in figure 5.3, we assign the cavity loss, L, to be 2x10-3 and

the cavity matching, M, to be 0.85.

We can attempt to make an accounting of the losses which contribute to L, which are

dominated bv the reflectiviw of the antireflective coatins on the back side of the beam-

0.9
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splitter, and by the contrast loss from thermal lensing of the beamsplitter. These losses

(with 70W incident on the beamsplitter) are:

AR loss: 2' Tss'RARcoatins - 2' 0.44 "1'47x1[t = 1.29x70-'

Contrast loss: 2.6x10-

Bulk Absorption: 1.1 x lOa .

However, this leaves a loss of -3.4x104 (or 77Vo) unaccounted for, which is most likely

scattering from the mirror surfaces and extra loss at the AR coating.

We have the values hv - 1.87x10-" Joule, n = 0.85(3), Po, ss

CSBdp = 2.7(l), Lc = 2.6Q)x10a , and sin2l2kr"A; = 7.31x10-3

into expression 2.68 for the shot noise,

67(3)Watts,

Putting these

a6'rn =

we see that the predicted sensitivity limit is

6 t tl = 1.36(s)xttr1o nd/ J-Hz (5.8)

The measured sensitivity is A6(,f) = 1.21(4)x10-10 ral/J-Hz measured in regions

between the features in the spectrum. The uncertainty of 37o cornes from the uncertainty in

the amplitude of the calibration peak. We see that the error bars do not quite overlap,

which is probably due to a systematic overestimate of the carrier to sideband mtio at the

output, of a systematic overestimate of the amplitude of the calibration peak. However' tlle

measured value of the sensitivity is only 117o, or 0.9dB away from the value predicted by

theory.

5.3 Spectral Features
There are a variety of physical processes which produce features in the interferometer

spectrum. This section provides a catalog and briefdescription of most of the n row spec-

tral features evidenced in the spectrum shown in figure 5.4.

sin212kr"A;'
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Figure 5.4: Narrow spectral features.

10,000

Peak Frequency Description

3.58. 3.84. & 4.06kHz Thermal motion of masnet-fin assemblies

B 2.5041rJtz, Motion of 25MIIz phase modulator on input table

c 2.ffi0kHz Calibration peak

D 74OHz, 1.40kllz Motion of faraday rotator on input optics table

E 550H2 & harmonics Violin modes of susoension wires

F 54OHz motion of steering mirror on input optics table

G 60 Hz & harmonics power line noise

Thble 5.1: Narrow Spectral Features

5.3.1 Thermal Motion of Magnetic Actuator Fins.

The set of three peaks around 4kHz are the resonances of the fin - magnet - standoff

assemblies which are glued to the interferometer optics for control and local sensing, as

shown in figure 5.5 (see also figure 3.15). These resonances are driven by thermal motion.

(They make a very reliable indicator of machine performance, since their amplitude was

constant, although not independently calibraied.)
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The impact of thermal noise is discussed in more detail in section 5.4.2, where we dis-

cuss the amplinrde of both the resonant and off-resonant motion caused by thermal fluctu-

ations.

Masnet-fin assembli€s
for iontrol of ootic

Figure 55r Drawing of an interferometer optic, showing the magnet-fin assemblies'

53.2 Calibration peak at 2kIIz

The line at 2.00kHz is the calibration peak, which is produced by driving one of the

Michelson arm mirrors with a calibrated test signal. The force is applied to the optic with

the magnet coils in the oSEMs. The calibrated motion of the optic at zkHz was used to

calibrate the entire measurement.

53.3 Motion of Optics on Input Table

several of the peaks in figure 5.4 were caused by mechanical vibration of components

on the input table. These were identified by driving various optical components and noting

how the interferometer output and the input beam angle monitor responded'

The largest peaks were caused by motion of the Faraday rotatot the polarization rota-

tion component of the Faraday Isolator on the input table which separated the incident

light on the interferometer from the reflected light (see figure 3.7) used to lock the recy-

cling cavity length and improve the laser frequency stability. The rotator gave peaks at

740Hzand 1.40kH2.
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The broad peak at 540H2, which sits below the suspension wire violin mode peaks,

came from one of the 2" steering mirror mounts used to direct the beam into the cavity.

The performance of this mount was suboptimal because the adjustment screws had been

replaced by heavier PZT drivers used for beam jitter measurements described in seetion

< A

The peak at 2.50kHz was caused by motion of the 25.556MH2 phase modulator.

5.3.4 Violin Modes of Suspension Wires

The first three violin modes of the suspension wires can also be seen. The fundamen-

tal modes are around 550H2, and seem to be excited primarily by seismic noise. The

arnplitude of the fundamental peaks was seen to vary, although the amplitude in figure 5.4

was not much higher than the excitation from thermal noise. The resonant and off-resonant

thermal noise predictions are discussed in section 5.4.2.

5.35 Power Line Noise

Effort was taken to reduce the impact of the 60Hz harmonics on this instrument. The

grsatest improvement came from moving from the Argon Ion plasma laser to a solid state

Nd:YAG device. Further improvements were made by moving the large DC supplies away

from the instrument racks to reduce the magnetic field coupling from the power supply

transformers. The remaining noise is dominated by the long wires which feed the mirror

control signais from the instrument rack to the mirror controllers, which were located at

the far end of the interferometer. Due to power requirements, these controllers were on a

different power circuit from the instrument racks, which introduced ground loops, evi-

denced by the change in the mirror coil-drive monitor when the angular conrol inPut was

disconnected.

5.4 Low Frequency Noise
The noise from l00Hz to 500H2 in the final spectrum has not been definitively identi-

fied. There are several noise sources which contribute, the two largest sources are elec-

tronic noise from the length controller, and noise induced by beam jitter.

5.4.1 Electronic Noise

Electronic noise is a concem for this type of measurement. The high light leveis and

RF readout scheme enable the electronic noise at the readout to be a factor of 6.2 below
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the shot noise (causing a noise contribution of 7.3Vo). The control electronics Eu'e mole

problematic, however, since they operate at the base band. Noise from the control feeds

into tle measurement by adding noise to the driver of the optics. Current noise from the

controllers feeds into the oSEM controllers, which move the optic. The pendulum suspen-

sion filters this noise by (1/f12, which eases the problem at higher frequencies. The typical

noise in each of the oSEM drivers falls quickly between 22Hz and around golilz, due to 6

pole active Butterworth filters. At gOHz, the driver noise levels off at about 30nV / JHz.

The impact of 12 independent drivers, with 2ko loads, and a current to force conversion of

0.04N/A, is shown in figure 5.6. The coil driver noise is not enough to completely explain

the low frequency noise.

lrequency (Hz)

Figure 5.6: Irnpact of coil driver noise on the sp€rtrum'
The coil driver noise curve is derived from the measured coil driver voltage noise, assuming 12 inde-

pendent drivers. The voltage noise^above 200H2 is flat (except for line spikes) so its phase noise con-

tribution will continue to fall as f-2.

There is also drive noise from the Micheison feedback controller, which drives one of

the Michelson arm mirrors through a l0 ko drive resistor. The phase contribution of the

Michelson driver noise is shown in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Impact of Micholson contoller noise on the sPectrum.

If you add the Michelson driver noise in quadrature with the OSEM driver noise, you

get the total noise from the drive electronics. That sum is shown in figure 5.8. That noise is

somewhat less than the measured spectrum, but not negligible.

100 300
lrequency (Hz)

Figure 5.8: Total electronic noise.
This is the quadrature sum the Michelson driver noise and the OSEM driver noise. The OSEM driver
noise Aom i00Hz to I kHz wrs extrapolated from lhe noise below 200H2 assurning a f2 rolloff clue to
flat voltage noise and the pendulum suspension of the mirror.
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5,4.2 Thernral Noise

Internal Thennal Noise

The PM has sufficient displacement sensitiviry that thermally induced motion of the

Michelson optics is a concern. The equipartition theorem states that there wilt Ue |trf of

energy per vibrational degree of freedom in the optic [see, for example, Reif '65]land the

flucnration - dissipation theorem lCallen 
'52] describes how the losses of the system affect

the frequency distribution of that vibrational energy. To minimize the random motion of

LIGO's interferometer optics in the instument's measulement band, the Q of the internal

vibrational modes optics will be in the millions, accumuiating more of the vibrational

energy at the resonant frequency, and thereby decreasing the off-resonance thermal

motion. In an object with a reasonable Q factor which is structurally damped (unlike the

viscous damping described by a dash-pot, for example) the motion of a point mass m on a

spring with a resonant frequency oo can be described [Saulson 
'90] as

,
_2 . . ,  4kBT  @6/Q
r u,, = -;:- -;----:1 -=- "

@:o/8 (5.e)
' ^ ;?o-r ' ) '+af , t92 '

wherp O is the mechanical quality factor ofthe oscillator, ts is the Boltzmann constant'

and T is the temperature of the oscillator's heat bath.

To properly apply this model to the motion of a mirror as seen by a iaser beam, the

finite size and shape of the optic and the laser spot must be considered. One way to do this

is by summing over the various vibrational normal modes of the optic, weighing each of

the vibrational modes by the average interaction ofthe moving surface with the laser spot

intensity distribution [Gillespie 
'95]. A computer program by A. Giliespie to calculate the

modal decomposition for a 3 inch diameter, 1 inch thick optic, summed over the first 60

relevant vibrationai modes, yielded an weighted mirror surface motion below the first res-

onance (27.8 kHz) of

l l

i(f) = 4.6x1tr''rry)trry)try (s.ro)
\ A  ) \ T  /  J H Z

Interestingly, the resulr of a simple analytical model proposed by pevin '981 which

ffeats the optic as a semi-infinite slab of material yields a similar result of
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(s.11)

An estimate of the Q of the internal modes of the optic was made by driving *re coil

drives of the OSEMs with white noise around the frequency of the fundamental vibra-

tional mode of the optic a127.8 kJIz. The motion of the optic was measured with the inter-

ferometer, and the Q was measured from the width of the response curve. Several

unexpected peaks arose around the frequency of the fundamental vibrational mode of the

optic, which were assumed to result from the coupled vibrational modes of the various

control elements glued to the optic. Since parasitic oscillators contribute to the loss prima-

rily at their resonant frequencies, most of these resonance peaks were ignored. The Q's

measured for the Michelson optics were 3900.

Figure 5.10 shows the calculated noise level for a Michelson interferometer with 3

optics having Q's of 3900 independently diven by tlermal noise of Z = 300 . The off-

resonance thermal motion does not account for the low frequency noise in the spectrum,

but it is not far away.

Fin Motion

The internal modes of the optic are not the only thermally driven vibrational motions

of interest to this type of instrument. The thermally driven resonance motion of the mag-

net-fin assemblies glued onto the optic are clearly visible in the spectrum around 4kHz. A

detail of the spectmm is shown in figure 5.9. A simple model of the fin uses the aluminum

spacer as a spring, the magnet and fin as a point mass, m , of 720 mg., and the mirror mass,

M ,tobe250 gIams. Assuming the motion is thermally driven, the rms motion of the mir-

ror surface should be

i(.f) = 6.0xtil18

l l

/4000\21100\z
\ o ) l r )

meters

(s.12)

where /6 is the resonant frequency. A single oscillator at room temperature should cause

the mirror to move by 21x1C-16 metels, or 3.2x1[9 radians. Assuming there are i2

independent oscillators changing the Michelson interferometer length, (4 on the back of

each of 3 optics), the motion should b. Jn'3.2x1[9 = l.ix10-8 radians. If we sum

the motion visible in the spectrum around the peak at 4O6OHz (between the two vertical

m l w
rminor= 

UZ*4;
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lines in figure 5.9, subtracting the shot noise background), the rms motion is measured to

be 7.1x10-9 radians, which is good, considering the simplicity of the model'

32oo 34oo 3600 
,Jiji"*,r,1i* 

42oo ,1400 4600

Figur€ 5.9: Detail of sPectrum showing the 3 peaks associated with fin resonances

The two solid iines indicate the ponion of the spectrum used to calculate tJle rms motion of the 4kHz peak.

A set of resonance curves predicting thermal noise of the tyPe dercribed by equation

5.9 were fitred to rhe data shown in figure 5.9. The fitted Q factor was about 150, and the

predicted off-resonance thermal motion is shown in figure 5.10. The thermal motion pre-

dicted by the resonant measurements is below the sensitiviry of the interferometer, and

does not account for the low frequency noise.

Wire motion

The Michelson optics are also driven by the recoil of the violin modes of the steel

wires from which the optics are suspended. Although the wire motion seen in our spec-

trum was predominantly driven by ground noise, the predicted thermal noise at resonance

is of a similar amplirude, The thermal noise of the test mass is predicted by equation 5'9,

with ttre mass term, ra , rePlaced bY

1 0 -

-

E

1o''o

(s. r3)

where /n is the pendulum resonant frequen cy (lHz), -fn is the nu violin mode frequency

( - n . 550H2), and rzo is the pendulum mass, following [Gillespie 
'94]' Using the FFT

of a long timeseries, we determined that the Q of the first wire mode was at least 13,000.
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Gotlzalez and Saulson have derived the loss function of the wire assuming the loss occurs

in the material of the wire [Gonzalez 
'94]. The Q for the nd violin mode is

t  z [Er( ,  r  E,-- - . ,2)-  t tF i

b= i lTl, 
+ ;l;(nnY I't.'= 1 ll+o 

for the nrst few modes. (5.14)

Herc, I, E,I, r, and tpo are the pendulum length, Young's modulus of the wire, the area

moment of inertia of the wire, the wire tension, and the loss function of the material-

wire diameter 50 microns

l, wire length 30 cm

E, Young's Moduius 2x101r Newton s/ mete?

I, area moment of inertia 3.3xldre m4

t, wire tension 1.2 Newtons

Table 5.2: Wire parameters

Using equation 5.14 and the parameters given in table 5.2, a Q of 13,000 corresponds to a

loss function at 550H2 of 5x10t3. This is somewhat higher than Gillespie and Raab's

measurement of 5x10+ for a larger diarneter wire [Gillespie 
'93].

1 0 -

' t 0 -

1 0 -

1 0  -

G los
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.10: Impact of Thermal Motion on Spectnm.
The sum curve is the ouadrature sum of the tluee sources of thermal noise sholi'n plus the shot noise

level of 1.2 10-10. The-low Qs measured for the optics imply that the thermal noise ought to be vjsible
above shot noise at l00Hz, but will not impact our spectum, as otlter noise sources dominate our
measurement at 100H2.
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Figure 5.10 shows the impact of the off rcsonance thermal noise of the vibrational

modes of the wires. It is clear lhat the off resonance thermal noise of these coupled modes

does not contribute to the phase sensitivity spectrum'

Figure 5.11 shows a detail of the spectrum around the first wire resonances. Also

shown is the predicted thermal noise of the wire, given the measured resonance frequen-

cies and Q's. The predicted motion has been rebinned, to allow a feasonable comparison

with the measured spectmm.

545 550
Frequencv (Hz)

Figure 5.11: Detail of figure 5.10, showing imPact of thermal motion of violin modes

The data is the same spectral data shown in all the noise curves, and the predicted thermal motion of

the violin modes has been disuibuted into the same ftequency bins as the q4ta' The sum curve reprc'

sents the sum of the predicted thermal motion and a shot noise of 1.2x10-'"radlJHz '

We see that the predicted motion of the optic driven by the thermal noise of the wire

violin modes is approximately the same as the measured motion. However, occasiOnal

increases in the amplitude of the violin mode peaks indicate that, while the baseline of

these peaks in probably thermal noise, fhere is some coupling to ground excitation' most

likely through the low frequency bounce and roll modes of the optic which stretch the

wireS. The off-resonant thermal motion from the suspension wires is clearly not a concern

for this experiment.

5.4.3 Beam Jitter

Angular misalignments of the beams in the Michelson portion of the interferometer

also contfibute to the interferometel spectt-um because the differential length of the paths

which the beams in the Michelson atms trace is a function of the beams' direction'

=

6
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For a compiete treatment of misalignments, see [Saha'97].We quote from that treat-

ment here. In this treatment, we define the position of the beamsplitter to be the fixed ref-

erence against which all the other quantities are measured. Figure 5.12 shows the various

misalignments which concem this treatment. In the perfectly aligned case, the input laser

beam would propagate along the x-axis (shown as a dashed line), until it reached the

beamsplitter, at which point the reflected light would go up along the y-axis to the off-axis

mirror, and be retro-reflected back the beamsplitter.

Figure 5.12: Optical lengths and misalignmens in the Michelson i[terferom€ter

Wlen the interferometer becomes misaligned, the input beam propagated in from the

left, and makes an angle O* with the x-axis. The input beam is incident on the beam-

splitter at a distance y above the x-axis. The two arm mirrors are twisted from perfect

alignment by an angle O, for the off-axis mirror and 02 for the on-axis mirror. Distances

\ and 12 are the distances from the beamsplitter to each of the respective arm minors, as

described in chapter 2. Knowing these quantities enables one to calculate the distances P1

and P2 between the point where the beam hits the minor and the x or y axis. Knowing P1

and P2, we can then calculate the total path of the light and find the path length difference

which is caused by misalignments.

The distance P1 is found to be

D _' l

(/1 -y) tanOss + )
I + tan@", tanO,

The light path from the beamsplitter to the off-axis minor is
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l ,  -  y - P, tan@r
Palh ia =

cos 9sg

The path length from the off-axis mirror back to the x-axis is

(5.16)

(5.18)

parh lb =
I, - P,tan@t (5.17)

cos (Ors - 2@1)

The path lenglhs for the on-axis milrol are fhe same, except that the relevant quantities are

12, P2and 02, instead of 11, P1 and O1 .

Since all the misalignments are small, it is reasonable to let coso = 1-6'/2 and

tanO = 9. The path length along arm I is then

path | =2Ir- y +2lt@i+ ItO;s - 2/l01@Bs -2P1O1'

pxh 2 = 21 2 - y + 2lr@l + I r@?t" - 2t 2@ z@ Bs - 2P z@ 2.

Funhermore, it is reasonable to approximate the distances Pl and P2 as:

P , = 1 , @ 6 5 + y ,

Pz= l zOes+ ) '

We rewrite the arm lengths in terms of the average arm length and the asymmetry.

(s.19)

I r+  I ,
c = - A - (s.20)

We find that the change in the differential path length caused by misalignments is

6 = (O2-OrXZy+Zc0ss)

-2AOBS(O2 + Ol)

+zc1o!-@|)
(s.2r)

+2A(ol +o?r+ ol^1

The impact of misalignments on the interferometer are ameliorated by two effects.

The first is the obvious point that each term in the path length fluctuation is either bilinear

or quadratic in small lengths (y ) or angles (O p @2, ot O1n ). The second mitigating factor

is the recycling cavity. The recycling cavity acts as a spatial filter for the input light, so

misaiignments of the input beam (y and @6 ), which predominantly excite the TEM91

and TEM19 modes of the cavity, appear mainly as power fluctuations. The g-factor of the

A = -:------:" 1
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recycling cavity is 0.4, which means that angles and displacements of the input beams are

reduced by approximately the recycling gain

However, the impact of misalignments can not be completely ignored. Measurements

were taken to asses the impact of beam jitter on the interferometer. These measurements

were taken by driving the input beam angle at 150H2 while driving the angle of the off-

axis Michelson arm mirror at 40H2. By measuring the input angles and examining the out-

put phase noise signal at the sum and difference frequencies, one can measure the cou-

pling from angle to phase for the products in @gs ' 02 , and compare that coupling to the

coupling we expect from equation 5 .2 1 . One then convolves the undriven spectra of differ-

ential mirror motion (as measured by the wavefront sensor) and the input beam jitter (mea-

sured with a quadrant photodiode on the input tabie) and calculates the predicted impact

on the phase through the measured coupling constant.

1o-1t
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Figure 5,13r Residual dillerential misalignment of the Michelson arm rnirrors
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Figure 5.14: Angular motion of input beam measured on the ilPut optics table'

The peaks at i10Hz and 450H2 are innoduced by a beam steering mirror in front of the quadrant pho-

todetector, and arc not present in the light incident on the interfercmeter.

The coupling constant between the angle product O"t'@2 and the phase output is

predicted by equation 5.21 to be

6q = {o,1zo e.L" + 2y) .
L -

(s.22)

Using spatial mode decomposition calculations described by fHefetz 
'97], we can relate

the angle of the beam within the recycling c avity A the angle of the beam incident on the

recycling minor by comparing the relative electric field transmission of the cavity to

TEMss and TEM01 modes.

Recycling
Mirror

Enu

Recycling cavity length=s.87m
Rec. Mirror to Beam Splitter=5.37m
Rayleigh Lene1h=4.69m

Figure 5.15: Geometry of the recycling cavity'

The electric field transmission of the recycling mirror to the TEMgg mode, when the

cavity is locked onto that mode is
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tRM (s.23)
I - rayryln4

The transmission of the recycling mirror to the TEM61 mode has a similar form, except for

the additional Guov Dhase shift which the hieher order mode exDeriences.

Inu
ror = l---------iii

I - rRMrMMe -

lrorl= 5'toxto-2'

Here, too and /9, are ttre field transmissions of the Fabry-Perot cavity input mirror (the

recycling cavity mirror), for the TEMss and TEM9I spatial modes when the cavity is

locked. The quantities tRM and rRM are the field transmission and reflection of the recy-

cling mirror alone, and r"" is the field reflectivity of the "Michelson minor." The phase

shift is captured by ( , which is

" -r( cavitv lensth \ ^^^-( = tan l=-----* l= u.uy/ raclans.- \Kaylelgn range/
/< r{\

When the deviations are small, by which we mean that the displacement )qr4 is much less

than the spot size on the recycling mirror (<o"r = 2mm) and the angular deviations are

much less than the normalized rotation angle for the beam at the mirror

O-^- = Lt 
. = l.TxToaradians, we can teat tilts and shifts as excitations of the

noJ�|.z)
TEM61 spatial mode. The angles and shifts on the inside of the recycling mirror are

reduced by the ratio of the transmission coefficients. Since the recycling cavity inPut mir-

ror transmission is much smaller for the TEM61 than for the fundamental mode, the cavity

acts as a spatial filter for the beam. For this cavity, the filter coefficient is approximately:

oss = oRM =
onr

= 2.?x10-3 . Oin . (s.26)
1.03 ' Recyling Gain

Displacements at the beamsplitter can be related back to displacements at the recycling

mirror by

)in 
.- + 5.37oRM = 2;.�x1tr3. )6 + i.4x10-2o". (s.27)) = 

l .o3 t*y"l i"c Gain 
- '- ' -KM

If we drive the input angle with a source 4 meters from the recycling mirror, then y

becomes y = 2.5x10-2 @*u. and the measured phase is

(s.24)
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oq = fortzo"rlr+zy) (s.28)
a ^

= 'i . sJxttr'. oz@ar,u".

In fact, the value measured by examining the beat note of two angular drives is
"] . +xttr' . Figure 5.16 shows the result of applying the measured coupling constant to

th" "onuolution of the angular spectra shown in figures 5.13 and 5.i4. We see that the

impact of beam jiner is within a factor of 2 of the low frequency noise in the spectrum

between 100H2 utd 200H2.

1or0
40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220

frequencY (Hz)

Figure 5.16: Impact of misalignments on phrse noise sPectum.

20

In this treatrnent, we have ignored the impact of the misalignments on the sidebands.

Although the sidebands have a smaller recycling gain than the carrier, and therefore less

filtering of the higher order spatial modes, they still do not make a significant contribution.

This can be seen by examining equation 2.32 which describes the power on the detectot at

the modulation frequency, the basis of the signal sensitivity. The signal levei on the detec-

tor is proportionai to ror*, the pfoduct of the carrier field transmission and the sideband

field transmission.
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From eqn. 2.22, the catier transmission is

.  z i tR* '2k66.e
'u 

?RN{ + L

-iko? + 2c)

(s.2e)

1ro1=fto",,*60"m",).
Here, 4ko6 is the phase difference of the interferometeq which is decomposed into two

parts, the low frequency phase difference 0o6 and the fluctuating component of the spec-

trum, 6Q . Equation 2.25 descdbes the transmission of the sidebands as

2t** . ifi(ko* 
ko)(2" *')12k66 

cA + sA)
(5.30)

I *+Z+(SA2+4&o65,4)

lr-l=^@
SA (1+2&06)

(5.3 r)
4ft06 SA'-fr;;;17

For the values we measure for the loss and asymmetry of our cavity,

Z*" + l, + ,SA2 - 2.14 SAz ,therefore lr*l becomes

It.l=^lnc,sA('.#x' +q)
= Jnc-s,+ (l + r.5*06) 6'32)

= JRG+ SA ( 1 + 0.38 60siaeuana).

The transmission of the sidebands is almost independent of the phase fluctuations to first

order because the sidebands are almost optimally coupled through the instrument.

The phase fluctuations caused by beam jitter arc 60 = tfOr{zO"rtr* 2y), where

@@". and y can be related to the motion of the input beam by equations 5.26 and 5.27 ,

o-- = 
Oin '., = )in + 5'37 Oin

-tss 
1 .03 ' Recyling Gain 

' ' 1.03 . Recycling Gain 
'

Since the recycling cavity losses are higher for the sidebands, the recycling gain for the

sidebands is a factor of 3.52 smaller than the recycling gain for the carrier. This means the

soatial fluctuations on the inout sidebands are not as well filtercd as the fluctuations on the
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canier, and the phase fluctuations caused by input beam motion wiil be 3.52 times larger

for the sidebands as for the carrier, i.e.

6Q"16"6.r,4(@;1, ); ,) = 3.52 ' ES".;o(O;n, l;1) . (5'33)

we now combine the expressions for the carrier and sideband transmission, and see that

the interferometer ouput signal is proportional to

I D/=

lror*l - $g(o"n + 60"u,,io)',t nQse ( I + 0.38 60.iaeuana)
(s.34)

JRG^IRG*SA.^
= 

'' -' - "; * (6Q"rr.i", + 0orP.38 60sidcband).

The second term in this expression is the signal due to input beam jitter which appears at

the output throrigh the spatial fluctuations of the sidebands. We show in the next section

that 4or* 3x1[6radians, so the component of the signal is only about

3x10-6 . 0.38 - 3.52 = 4xlO-6 of the main signal, andcanbe safely igrrored.

5.4.4 Input Power Fluctuations

Power fluctuations of the input laser are the classic example of bilinear coupling for

interferometers operating at ttre dark fringe. As we saw in equation 2.33, the output signal

of the interferometer is

P.oa = Pioranie ,' RG ' 2,lCSn"t sin(2/<r"A) ' Q ' (s.35)

where Plnoo is the output power at the modulation frequency, RG is the recycling gain of

the cavity, csBs, is the cafrier to sideband ratio at the beamsplitter, *r" is the wavenum-

ber of the sideband frequency, A is the nominal asymmetry of 8cm, and $ is the differen-

tial phase we are trying to measufe. Nominaliy, the phase difference Q is servoed to 0' so

that fluctuations in the input power do not appear at the output. However, if the servo is not

perfect, and the interferometer is set to a phase offset of Ooff, then input power fluctuations

will couple to the output signal as

Pmod* Pin,""rrieri i + Ap) ' (Qor+ 0), (s.36)

so the relative power fluctuations will be important if Ap ' Qoff is comparable with Q ' We

tried to measure 0o6 in two different ways. First' by measuring the rms value of the low

frequency excitations (dominated by 2.5H2 and 10Hz) with the loop running' we mea-

sured the residual rms motion to bs $off = 1'5x10-o radians rms'
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We also measured 0o6 by modulating the aniplitude of the RF modulation sidebands

on the light, and measuring the effect of that AM on the phase noise spectrum. One can

predict this coupling by examining equation 5.35, and varying the carrier to sideband

ratio. Since the modulation depth is relatively small, the sideband intensity at the input is

approximately

P*t-,i^= Po,i"l , (s.37)

where f is the modulation index. If we Iet | = fo( i + Ap) , then we see that the interfer-

ometer output signal becomes

P,'* * 
+(1 

-Ap) . (0o11+ 0). (s.38)

If we drive the modulation strongly enough, then, at the drive frequency, the interferome-

ter output will be Qmeasureo = 0616 . A; so that

' 9measuredo.o=-fr=. (s.39)

By applying a 1% modulation level at 990H2, we measured the offset to be

Qori = 4x10-6radians , so it is reasonable to say

Oon = 3(l)xio-6radians. (5.40)

To achieve a phase sensitivity of 1.2x10-l0rad / Jltz, *e measured rms offset

implies that the power fluctuations need to be less than qxtC-s t Jfr. of the average

power. The power in the recycling cavity was measured by examining the 7.2ppm trans-

mission of the Michelson arm mirrors, and found to be about a factor of l0 better. The

result is shown in fizure 5.17.
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Figure 5'171 Relative fluctuations of the power in the reqcling cavity

The amount of phase fluctuation resulting from this level ofpower variation is shown

in figure 5.18. The power fluctuations measured do not impact the spectrum'

1 0

1oo 2oo 300 400 500 600 700 800
frequencY (Hz)

Figurr 5.18: Inpact of power fluctuations on phase noise spectrum'
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.L lmprovements in Optical Phase Measurrements
The precision of optical phase detection has improved dramatically during the Iast 30

years, buoyed by improvements in laser technology, optical materials, seismic isolation,

and interfemmeter configuration and readout schemes. A few steps of that progress arc

shown below in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 compares oul spectrum with three other interferometric optical phase mea-

surements. The point at the top right is the shot noise limited phase sensitivity of an exper-

iment by Blum and Weiss in 1967 lBlum '671. That test set limits on the interaction of

optical light with microwave fields, ruling out certain theories which explain the cosmo-

logical red shift as interaction between starlight and the cosmic microwave background.

1 0

1o-10

103
Frequency (Hz)

Figurc 6.1: Evolution of optical phase measuremelts.
The data from [Blum 

'67], 
[Forward 

'78], and [shoemaker 
'88] are rough interpolations of the data

published in those papers. Although the curves above are reasonably accurate, many ofthe details of
the sDectra have rot been included.
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The second curve is the phase sensitivity of an early prototype gravitational wave

interferometer lForward '78] built by Robert Forward et al. in the early 1970's. That

machine was a 4.25 meter Michelson interferometer with an unmodulated, baianced

detection scheme. The third curve [Shoemaker 
'88] is taken from the results of the Ger-

man gravitational wave detection effort. These results are from a 30 cm. Michelson inter-

ferometer with a RF modulation readout scheme.

Two features stand out in the comparison of tlese four curves. First, the overall phase

detection limit is improving (thanks to more powerhrl lasers and power recycling). Sec-

ond, the detections are moving to progressively lower frequencies, as various technical

hurdles are overcome (e.g. improved readout schemes, be$er laser noise control, and more

complete seismic isolation).

The results of this prototype are close to the final LIGO phase sensitivity require-

ments. Figure 6.2 shows the LIGO phase sensitivity requirement, the phase sensitivity

spectrum from this experiment, and the phase sensitivity limit reached by the precursor

experiment to this work. The precursor experiment was conducted in our lab with a similar

interferometer, illuminated by an argon-ion laser [Saha 
'97], lFritschel 

'98].

10-t0

103
frequency (Hz)

Figute 6.2; Comparison ofthe phase noise spectra with the LIGO requirement.

The progress made in the last two years is evident in figure 6.2' It is also evident that

further progress must be made to reach the LIGO requirement.
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6.2 Improvements from the Spectrum of the Argon Laser Experiment

The new spectrum is uniformly better than the results of the argon laser experiment.

The shot noise limited performance has improved from 2.9x10-10 nd/ Jfr, , to

1.2x76-rorad,/ Jfr,. (Note that the length sensitivity has only improved slightly, since the

Nd:YAG wavelength, 1.064 pm, is about twice as iong as the argon wavelength, 0.514

pm.) The improvement comes primarily from the increased photon arrival rate at the

beamsplitter. The most significant improvement is the improved sensitivity at the lower

frequencies.

The shot noise limited regime has been extended from 1'5kHz down to 600H2. Two

major changes to the experiment were responsible for this improvement. The laser fre-

quency noise, which was responsible for the noise of the argon laser experiment between

l50Hz and 800H2, was dramatically reduced. The noise reduction was made possible by

the new laser, which had lower free-running frequency noise, and by the new frequency

control scheme, which successfully reduced the laser frequency noise to an acceptable

level. The control of the laser frequency noise is an important result of this work, and gives

us confidence in the LIGO scheme. It is also clear that moving from the gas-plasma laser

to a ctiode pumped laser and taking care in designing the electronics resulted in a dramatic

reduction ofthe 60Hz line harmonics.

The large featurc in the argon laser experiment spectrum between 800H2 and 1.5kHz

is the thermal recoil motion of the osEM control fins. The magnet-fin assemblies were

redesigned for this work. By stiffening the aluminum standoff and reducing the weight of

the fin, we raised the resonant frequencies and transformed the large structue in the oid

spectrum into the set of three peaks around 4kHz. These peaks shouid not be a ploblem fol

LIGO, since the LIGO magnet assemblies have a much higher resonant frequency (the fins

will be removed entirely, leaving just the standoff and magnet), and the LIGO mirrors

have 40 times the mass of our optics.

6.3 Limiting Noise for this Experiment

The sensitivity of this experiment was limited by shot noise between 600H2 and

10kHz ar 1.2x10-10 nd/ Jfr,. This is the best broadband optical phase sensitivity ever

demonstrated. However, the shot noise limit was higher than the ?xl0:llrad/ JHz level
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set by the LIGO science requirements document. The thermal lensing at the beamsplitter

was the limiting factor for the performance of this instrument. Thermal lensing is a signif-

icant problem for LIGO, since there is approximately l0 kilowatts of power incident on

the LIGO test masses. However, we have confidence that the thermal lensing can be held

to an acceptable level. Although there are l0 kilowatts of power circulating in the arm cav-

ities, only 300 watts of that power is transmitted through the optics, so the combination of

high qualiry optical coatings and new, low bulk-absorption optical substrates wiil be

enough to control the thermal lensing. In addition, several schemes are being considered to

compensate for the thermal lensing.

10' 'r o'
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 63; Mqjor noise sources in the measurement.

Figure 6.3 shows the major broadband noise contributors to t}tis experiment. (Tbe nar-

row features are enumerated in section 5.3.) Above 1kHz. the broadband contributions of

the various sources of noise are far enough below the shot noise level that they do not sig-

nificantiy impact the sensitivity limit of the instrument. However, the LIGO interferome-

ters will be up to 30 times more sensitive to mirror motion than this experiment, due to the

Fabry-Perot cavities in the Michelson arms, so the thermal noise motion of the optics seen
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in this prototype will not be acceptable in the full scale insuument. This is addressed by

improving the internal loss of the LIGO test masses, and decreasing the impact of the ther'

mal recoil of the magnetic actuators, as described above.

Below lkHz, the noise spectrum becomes more complicated. There are five broad-

band noise sources which have a non-negligible impact on the spectrum. The most obvi-

ous source is shot noise, but thermal noise, laser frequency noise, electronics noise and

beam jitter noise are also important. The low frequency spectra from these sources are

shown in detail in Figure 6.4. The measurements of beam jitter and electronics noise

above 200H2 include extrapolations of the measured data. The beam jitter curve has been

extended assuming a rolloff of (1/ f)' .

1o'

to-"

lrequency (Hz)

Fignre 6.4: Major nois€ sources at low frequencies. The surn curvc is the guadrature sum of
the noise sources shown, inclutling the shot noise level of 1'2x10-'"nd/ $12 '

Figure 6.4 also includes the spectrum predicted by the quadrature sum of all these noise

sources. The sum curve is within 50vo of the measured curve everywhere above l50Hz.

The residual. which is the noise which must be added in quadrature to the "sum" curve to

reach the measured spectrum, is shown in figure 6.5. The close proximity of the various

noise sources to one another means that all of these sources must be addressed befOre sig-
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nificant improvements will be seen in the spectrum. It also points to a limit of one of our

diagnostic techniques, which was to monitor the coherence between various noise moni-

tors and the spectrum.

100 300
frequency (Hz)

Figure 6.5: The residual phase noise in this measurement-
The grey curve is the noise which must be added in qqadrature to the "sum" curve shown in figure 6.4
to reach the measured spectrum (shown here in black). The sEaight line is the best fit power law to
the residual between l50Hz and 400H2. The slope of the fitted line is (l/ f)" -

LIGO is addressing each of these noise sources shown in figure 6.4 in a different way.

Improvements in the shot noise and the thermal noise were discussed above. The fre-

quency noise at 100H2 is limited only by loop gain, as described in section 3.3.3. Tailoring

the loop shape to meet LIGO requirements is a matter of good design, and should be man-

ageable. In addition, the common-mode length of the 4 kilometer LIGO arm cavities will

be used as a final stage of frequency reference, further improving the frequency control.

The beam jitter is conrolled by spatially filtering the input beam with resonant cavi-

ties and by reducing the interferometer test mass motion with improved seismic isolation.

Two resonant cavities are used to attenuate input beam motion. The fimt cavity, the pre-

mode cleaner, is a small triangular mode cleaner immediately after the laser. The second

cavity, the suspended mode cleaner, will be placed in the LIGO vacuum enclosure. This

mode cleaner is a suspended tdangular mode cleaner, which will further attenuate beam

motion by rejection of higher order spatial modes. The motion of the suspended interfer-

l o -
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ometer optics will be smaller, since the ground noise at the sites is much Smaller than &e

ground motion at MIT.

Minor motion caused by elecFonics noise is easy to understand, but tricky to solve.

The problem for the LIGO interferometer is compounded by the increased length sensitiv-

ity of that instrument over the Phase Noise Interferometer. One way to improve the sensi-

tivity limit is to reduce the electronics noise. This is certainly important, but as shown in

section 5.4.1, the electronics noise in this work is approximately equal to the Johnson

noise of the ZkQ resistors in the drive circuit for the local control of the optics' which

leaves little room for improvement. The place where improvements can be made is the

coupiing of electronic noise into minor motion, By reducing the final actuafor authority' it

is simple to reduce the mirror motion caused by electror,ric noise' This can be done by

using smaller magnets, larger test masses, or lower pendulum frequencies. However, this

option has the obvious disadvantage of reduced interfetometer contol. This area remains a

topic of active interest. There is currently particular interest in interferometer lock acquisi-

tion, which typicatly requires greater bandwidth and dynarnic range than normal opera-

tion; improved seismic isolation, both active and passive, to reduce the necessary actuator

authority; and control reallocation techniques, which employ cascaded actuators Permit-

ting the noise of high dynamic range controilers to be attenuated by various intermediate

stages.

6.4 Concluding Remarks
We have operated a system with a phase detection scheme which is similar to the

LIGO interferometer, and used it to set a new tecord for broad-band optical phase sensitiv-

ity. Furthermore, we believe this experiment shows that the LIGO requirements can be

met.

The phase sensitivity limit we reached is shot noise limited between 600H2 and

10kHz, at a level of 1.2x1tr10 nd/J-Hz. The limit for this detection was set by thermal

lensing. By using better quality optics, we believe the thermal lensing of LIGO can be

controlled so that the requirement of lxl0-lr rad/Jfiz can be achieved' The phase sens-

ing limit between 150H2 and 600H2 was set by a variety of sources, including beam jitter,

frequency noise, and length changes induced by electronics noise in the mirror drives.
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Each of these sources is well understood, and is being considered in the design of the

LIGO interferometers so that they will not compromise the results of that instrument.

Additional noise souces, such as parasitic interferometry from scattered light, were

finally eliminated from our spectrum entirely.
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